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It is shown that, in a two-dimensional crystal, the radiative polariton branch with an anomalously large radiative
width (superradiance) exhibits an analog of the Migdal–Kohn singularity in the phase space at the point of join-
ing with the discovered additional branch. © 2005 Pleiades Publishing, Inc.

PACS numbers: 71.35.Aa, 71.36.+c
It is shown in [1, 2] that, because of the retarded
interaction of Coulomb-type Frenkel excitons and
phonons, high-frequency branches in the polariton
spectra of 1D and 2D crystals exhibit anomalously
large radiative half-widths Γ1 ≅  γ(λ/a) and Γ2 ≅  γ(λ/a)2,
where γ is the radiative half-width of the line of optical
dipole radiation with the frequency ω0 for the isolated
monomer, λ is the wavelength, and a ! λ is the lattice
constant. This effect (superradiance, Γ1, 2 @ γ) was
revealed experimentally in a number of works using
picosecond lasers [3]. In [1, 2], it was assumed that the
radiative branches must have end points of dispersion
curves at which the anomalously large broadening is
already comparable with the frequency of the radiative
branch. However, it has been recently shown [4] that
the radiative branch in a 1D crystal at a certain point of
the phase space (the end point of the spectrum) is con-
tinuously joined at an infinite group velocity (an analog
of the Migdal–Kohn singularity) with the newly
revealed branch (an additional solution of the corre-
sponding dispersion equation). In this case, the anoma-
lously large radiative width is nevertheless consider-
ably smaller than the frequency of the polariton branch.
This behavior of two branches joining with an infinite
derivative is most clearly seen from the exact analytical
solution of the dispersion equation for the slope of

dipoles to the chain axis equal to arccos (1/ ). This
solution gives an inverted representation of the disper-
sion dependence of the wave vector k = k(ω) on the fre-
quency ω [4]

(1)

where the constant T = 2|P|2ω0/"ac2 involves the matrix
element P of the dipole transition in the monomer.

Of interest is the fundamental question of whether
the spectral features indicated in [4] for 1D crystals also
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exist in 2D crystals. There is no exact analytical repre-
sentation of the corresponding dipole–dipole sums for
2D crystals similar to that used in the derivation of
Eq. (1); therefore, the corresponding dispersion equa-
tion is obtained in this work and its computer solution
is presented. A 2D crystal with a square lattice and
dipole transitions in the monomers orthogonal to the
crystal plane is considered. The Fourier component of
the orthogonal component of the electric field Eω(r1) at
site r1 of the emission from dipole dω(r2) at site r2 is
represented in the classical field theory as follows:

(2)

In the second quantization representation of the quan-
tum field theory with the Hamiltonian quadratic in the
Bose creation and annihilation operators of photons
and the Bose operators of site excitations is diagonal-
ized using the conventional Bogolyubov–Tyablikov u,
v  transformation [4]; after some calculations for wave
functions with the wave vector k (kx, ky) and the energy
E = "ω, the following dispersion equation is obtained:

(3)

In Eq. (3), γ = (1/3)T(ω0a/c)ω0 is the intrinsic radiative
half-width of the emission line of an isolated oscillator,
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rnm = (n2 + m2)1/2, and ∆nm = 1 – δn0δm0. In an exact ana-
lytical approach, it is necessary to assume that N = ∞,
and, in numerical calculations, this value should be
taken so large that the results would not change upon its
increase. This condition was verified. The imaginary
part of the corresponding Green’s function G = (ω2 –

 + 2iγω0 – S(ω, kx, ky))–1 at S = S' + iS'' determines the
density of states and the absorption coefficient χ =

2Γω0/[(ω2 –  – S')2 + (2Γω0)2], where the radiative
half-width Γ(ω, kx, ky)γ – (1/2ω0)S''(ω, kx, ky). The dis-
persion dependence of the branches ω = ω(kx, ky) deter-
mining the position of resonance peaks was found by
numerically solving the equation (it is difficult to solve
it analytically)

(4)

The calculated results for dispersion dependences
Ω = Ω(K) are displayed in Fig. 1 for the dimensionless

quantities Ω = ω/ω0 and K = (c /ω0) at the val-
ues of the parameters T = 4 × 10–4, ω0a/c = 0.1, and
N = 103, which are close to real optical characteristics
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Fig. 1. Polariton dispersion curves.
and provide sufficiently good convergence of the series.
Figure 1 presents the general pattern of the dispersion
dependences of frequencies on the wave vector for var-
ious branches in the direction kx ≠ 0, ky = 0. Curve 1 rep-
resents the radiatively decaying high-frequency polari-
ton branch (Ω1 > K), curve 2 is the new branch (Ω2 > K)
joining with 1 in the distinguished square, and curve 3
is the nonradiative polariton branch (Ω3 < K). Curve 4
represents the Coulomb exciton band with the retarded
components excluded in Eq. (3), and curve 5 is the pho-
tonic straight line (Ω = K). It is evident that the linear
dependence Ω1(K) at small K, postulated in [1, 2], is not
observed. This result can actually be obtained analyti-
cally because of the compensation of the corresponding
terms. Because some curves are extremely close, the
most interesting area in Fig. 1a distinguished by a
square is represented in Fig. 1b at a larger scale. It is
evident that curve 1 first rises with increasing K, then
drops, and continuously joins the ascending curve 2 at
point C with infinite derivatives, which is confirmed by
the representation of the results at even larger scale. At
this limiting point, the decay of branch 1 is anoma-
lously high Γ = 1.53γ(λ/a)2 (superradiance). Calcula-
tions of the frequency dependence of the absorption
coefficient reveal two peaks, joining at point C with
increasing K and then vanishing. Because the group
velocity for branch 2 v  > c, this branch may be consid-
ered to be nonphysical [4]. It is interesting only to the
extent that it determines the limiting behavior of branch 1.
However, note that v  > c was experimentally main-
tained in [5]. Dispersion dependences for the direction
kx = ky are presented in Fig. 1c. It is evident that the dis-
persion of the same curves changes only qualitatively.
Dependences intermediate between those presented in
Figs. 1b and 1c are observed for nonsymmetrical
directions.

I am grateful to V.M. Agranovich, A.M. Kamchat-
nov, and Yu.E. Lozovik for useful comments. This work
was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic
Research, project no. 03-02-16293.
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Photonic-crystal fibers are used to study scenarios of soliton self-frequency shift for laser pulses with initial
pulse lengths much less than the Raman-mode period of the fiber material. A typical frequency shift of sub-
nanojoule Ti: sapphire-laser pulses with an initial duration of about 30 fs transmitted through a fiber with a core
diameter of about 1.6 µm and a length of about 7 cm exceeds 100 THz. The rate of soliton self-frequency shift
is radically increased by reducing the initial pulse width. © 2005 Pleiades Publishing, Inc.

PACS numbers: 42.65.Wi, 42.81.Qb
Nonstationary spectral transformations of ultrashort
laser pulses in media with noninstantaneous optical
nonlinearity are often accompanied by a continuous
downshift of the central frequency [1, 2]. For Raman-
active media, this effect is illustratively interpreted in
the frequency domain [3] as the amplification of the
low-frequency part of the spectrum of an ultrashort
pulse by its high-frequency wing through stimulated
Raman scattering (SRS). As a result, the carrier fre-
quency of an ultrashort pulse propagating through a
Raman medium in the soliton regime undergoes a per-
manent red shift. This phenomenon, called soliton self-
frequency shift (SSFS), allows the creation of fiber-
optic frequency shifters for ultrashort laser pulses.

The initial pulse length is one of the key parameters
controlling the regime of SSFS. According to the SSFS
analysis based on the nonlinear Schrödinger equation
with an assumption of a linear frequency dependence of
the Raman gain R(ν) [4], the shift rate of the central fre-
quency ν0 of the soliton propagating along the z axis is

highly sensitive to the soliton duration τ0: dν0/dz ∝  .
Deviation of R(ν) from a linear function and high-order

dispersion effects can violate the scaling dν0/dz ∝  .
It would be natural to expect that deviations from this
scaling law should become quite dramatic for pulses
with an initial duration τ0 less than the period τR of the
Raman mode (τR ≈ 80 fs for fused silica [3, 5]). Exper-
imental studies of the SSFS in the regime where τ0 ! τR

have demonstrated [6] that spectral shifts exceeding
180 THz can be achieved for pulses with an initial dura-
tion τ0 ≈ 6 fs and an appropriate profile of the spectral
phase. An efficient coupling of ultrashort laser pulses
into a frequency-shifted soliton becomes possible, as

τ0
4–

τ0
4–
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shown by Teisset et al. [6], due to a special dispersion
profile provided by a photonic-crystal fiber (PCF) [7–
9]. Observation of SSFS in a tapered PCF has been ear-
lier reported by Liu et al. [10]. A strong confinement of
the laser field in a PCF core due to a large refractive
index step from the silica PCF core to the microstruc-
tured cladding enhances the optical nonlinearity and, as
a consequence, reduces the energy of laser radiation
and the fiber length required for soliton formation [6,
10–14].

In this work, we examine specific features of soliton
self-frequency shift of subnanojoule ultrashort laser
pulses in PCFs in the regime where τ0 < τR. The results
of our experiments show that the SSFS rate can be sub-
stantially increased by reducing the input pulse width.
Soliton frequency shifts exceeding 100 THz have been
achieved in our studies for subnanojoule Ti: sapphire-
laser pulses with an initial pulse width of about 30 fs
transmitted through a PCF with a core diameter of
about 1.6 µm and a length of about 7 cm.

Our analysis of soliton dynamics in PCFs is based
on the numerical solution of the generalized nonlinear
Schrödinger equation [3]

(1)

where A is the pulse envelope, β(k) = ∂kβ/∂ωk are the
coefficients in the Taylor-series expansion for the prop-
agation constant β of the relevant guided mode, ω0 is
the carrier frequency, τ is the time in the retarded frame
of reference, γ = n2ω0/cSeff is the nonlinearity coeffi-
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Fig. 1. (Dashed line) Group-velocity dispersion and (solid
line) the coefficient β(2) vs. the radiation wavelength for the
fundamental mode of the photonic-crystal fiber with a cross
section structure shown in the inset.

Fig. 2. Evolution of (a) the temporal envelope and (b) the
spectral intensity of the laser pulse with an initial pulse
width of 30 fs and an energy of 0.3 nJ in the photonic-crys-
tal fiber.
is the effective area of the waveguide mode, F(x, y) is
the transverse field profile in the waveguide mode,

(3)

and R(t) is the retarded nonlinear response. For fused
silica, we take n2 ≈ 3.2 × 10–16 cm2/W and employ the
following model of the Raman response [3, 5]:

(4)

where fR = 0.18 is the fraction of the Raman effect in the
total nonlinear response, δ(t) is the delta function, Θ(t)
is the Heaviside step function, and τ1 = 12.5 fs and τ2 =
32 fs are the typical times of the Raman response in
fused silica.

To find β(k), we numerically solved the Maxwell
equations for the transverse components of the electric
and magnetic fields using the method of Hermite–
Gaussian polynomial expansions [15]. Simulations
were performed for a fused silica PCF with a core
diameter of 1.6 µm and the structure of the cross sec-
tion shown in the inset to Fig. 1. The frequency depen-
dences of propagation constants β calculated with the
use of this procedure were represented as polynomials

The level of tolerance for the errors of this polyno-
mial fit in the range of wavelengths from 580 to
1220 nm was set equal to 0.1%. For the central fre-
quency ω0 corresponding to a wavelength of 800 nm,
the required accuracy was achieved with the following
set of expansion coefficients: β(2) ≈ –0.0293 ps2/m,
β(3) ≈ 9.316 × 10–5 ps3/m, β(4) ≈ –9.666 × 10–8 ps4/m,
β(5) ≈ 1.63 × 10–10 ps5/m, and β(6) ≈ –3.07 × 10–13 ps6/m.
The fact that β(2) is negative implies that the wavelength
of 800 nm falls within the range of anomalous disper-
sion. Femtosecond pulses with such a central frequency
can be therefore coupled into solitons in the considered
PCF. The group-velocity dispersion (GVD) and the
coefficient β(2) are shown in Fig. 1 as functions of the
radiation wavelength for the fundamental mode of the
PCF. The GVD vanishes, as can be seen from these
plots, at the wavelength λz ≈ 690 nm.

Figure 2 displays the spectral and temporal-enve-
lope evolution of a pulse with an initial width of 30 fs
propagating through a PCF with the above-specified
dispersion coefficients β(k). Characteristic isolated fea-
tures appearing in the spectrum and the temporal enve-
lope of the field indicate formation of solitons. A finite
response time of nonlinearity leads to the red shifting of
solitonic features—a typical SSFS scenario. In the
regime of anomalous dispersion, low-frequency com-
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ponents of the field are slower than high-frequency
components. As a result, Raman solitons become iso-
lated from the nonsoliton part of the field in both time
(Fig. 2a) and frequency (Fig. 2b) domains.

Numerical simulations indicate that shorter pulses
noticeably enhance SSFS in PCFs. This result agrees
well with the predictions of earlier studies [4] on the
SSFS based on the analysis of the nonlinear
Schrödinger equation. To provide qualitative physical
insights into this tendency, we consider here the prop-
erties of the function Ψ(z, τ), which controls red shift-
ing in Eq. (1), governing the evolution of an ultrashort
pulse. As can be seen from Eq. (3), the function Ψ(z, τ)
is given by a convolution of the temporal envelope of
the field intensity and the retarded (Raman) response
R(t) of the nonlinear material. The Raman response R(t)
of fused silica is approximated [see Eq. (4)] with a
damped oscillating function with a period τR = 2πτ1 ≈
80 fs. For pulse widths τ0 @ τR, the function Ψ(z, τ), as
can be seen from Eq. (3), closely follows the temporal
envelope of the field intensity (see Fig. 3a). The effect
of the finite response time of nonlinearity is weak in
this regime, and the red shifting of the Raman soliton is
characterized by lower rates dν0/dz.

For short laser pulses, τ0 < τR, the function Ψ(z, τ),
as can be seen from the results of calculations presented
in Fig. 3b, can noticeably differ from the temporal pro-
file of the field intensity. Deviation of Ψ(z, τ) from the
temporal profile of the light intensity, as can be seen
from calculations performed for pulse widths of 100
and 30 fs (Figs. 3a and 3b, respectively), increases for
shorter input pulses, leading to higher SSFS rates
dν0/dz. Numerical analysis of soliton dynamics in a
PCF shows that, as the initial pulse width is reduced
from 50 to 30 fs, the soliton frequency shift in the PCF
with a length of 7 cm increases for the above-specified
dispersion profile by a factor of 1.5–2.

For the experimental studies, we employed an
argon-laser-pumped self-starting Ti: sapphire laser with
SESAM mirrors. Laser radiation was coupled into a
PCF (see the inset to Fig. 1) with the use of standard
micro-objectives. The spectra of radiation coming out
of the fiber were measured by an Ando spectrum ana-
lyzer. The mode structure of the output radiation was
analyzed with the use of a CCD camera.

The energy of the input laser pulse was chosen in
such a way as to provide formation of the fundamental
soliton. The energy of 30-fs laser pulses coupled into
the fiber in our experiments was estimated as 0.3 nJ. In
agreement with the results of our numerical simulations
(Fig. 2), the initial stage of the pulse propagation
involves rather complicated spectral and temporal
dynamics of laser pulses. Nonlinear-optical spectral
transformation of laser pulses under these conditions is
dominated by self-phase modulation, stimulated
Raman scattering, and parametric four-wave mixing [9,
16].
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 81      No. 10      2005
Within the propagation length of a few centimeters,
we observe formation of red-shifted isolated frequency
components (Fig. 4). Pulses with an initial duration of
30 fs transmitted through a 7-cm PCF section give rise
to a red-shifted component with a central wavelength of
about 1090 nm (line 2 in Fig. 4). The frequency shift of
this component with respect to the central frequency of
the pump field exceeds 100 THz. Higher input radiation
energies in these experiments do not necessarily result
in a noticeable increase in the maximum soliton fre-
quency shift, which can be attributed to the excitation
of high-order guided modes and formation of high-
order solitons (cf. lines 1 and 2 in Fig. 4).

The experimental studies and numerical simulations
presented in this paper reveal interesting features of the
soliton self-frequency shift of laser pulses with initial

Fig. 3. Function Ψ(z, τ) representing a convolution of the
temporal envelope of the field intensity and the function
R(t) governing the retarded (Raman) response of a nonlin-
ear material for a light pulse with a duration of (a) 100 and
(b) 30 fs.

Fig. 4. Spectrum of a Ti: sapphire-laser pulse transmitted
through a 7-cm photonic-crystal fiber. The initial pulse
width is 30 fs. The input pulse energy is (1) 340 and
(2) 540 pJ.
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pulse widths less than the period of the Raman mode of
the nonlinear material. We have shown that the rate of
soliton self-frequency shift can be substantially
increased by reducing the initial pulse width. A typical
frequency shift of subnanojoule Ti: sapphire-laser
pulses with an initial duration of about 30 fs transmitted
through a PCF with a core diameter of about 1.6 µm
and a length of about 7 cm exceeds 100 THz.
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din, K.V. Dukel’skii, and A.V. Khokhlov for the fabri-
cation of fiber samples. This study was supported in
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(project nos. 03-51-5037 and 03-51-5288), the U.S.
Civilian Research and Development Foundation (award
no. RP2-2558), the National Key Basic Research Spe-
cial Foundation of China (grant no. 2003CB314904),
the National Nature Science Foundation of China
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Tunneling of 0.154- and 0.139-nm x-ray photons through a thin film under total internal reflection conditions
has been experimentally demonstrated. The NiSi2 film 13 nm thick is deposited by magnetron sputtering on a
polished Si substrate. A beam with an angular spread of 20′′  is directed to the Si/NiSi2 interface from the inside
through the lateral surface of a sample. A peak associated with tunneling of photons from Si to air through the
NiSi2 film is observed at grazing angles of θ1 > 0.4θc, where θc is the critical angle of total internal reflection
at the Si/NiSi2 interface. The integral intensity of tunneling peaks that is measured for various θ1 angles agrees
with the calculations. © 2005 Pleiades Publishing, Inc.

PACS numbers: 07.60.Hv, 07.85.Fv, 41.50.+h
The phenomenon of frustrated total internal reflec-
tion is well known in optics [1, 2]. The passage of radi-
ation through a thin gap with an optically less dense
medium under the formal conditions of total internal
reflection is usually treated as tunneling of photons
through an optical barrier. The effective wave-penetra-
tion depth ze for grazing angles θ1 smaller than the crit-
ical angle θc of total internal reflection depends on the
incident radiation wavelength λ and the environment
parameters. For this reason, frustrated total internal
reflection in optical and IR spectral ranges is widely
used at present to analyze the composition and structure
of thin films and interfaces [3–5]. For hard x-ray radia-
tion with λ ~ 0.1 nm, the refractive index decrement δ =
1 – n (n is the refractive index) for most materials lies
in the range 10–6–10–5. For these δ values, total internal
reflection can be observed only in a very narrow angu-
lar range. According to calculations and experimental
data [6], the typical ze values are 2–3 nm, which are less
than one hundredth of the typical ze values for the opti-
cal range.

Therefore, the direct observation of frustrated total
internal reflection in the x-ray range is of fundamental
and practical interest. In this work, we show that the
effect can be detected under laboratory conditions and
present the results of measurements of the angular dis-
tribution of the intensity of x-ray photon tunneling from
silicon to air through the NiSi2 thin film.

An optically polished Si single crystal disk was used
as a substrate. The NiSi2 film was deposited by the
magnetotron sputtering. The film was partially oxidized
due to interaction with air. According to x-ray reflecto-
metry, the thickness of the nonoxidized NiSi2 film was
equal to 12.8 nm. A plate 1-cm wide was made from the
0021-3640/05/8110- $26.00 0491
central part of the disk by scribing from the side oppo-
site to the film and subsequent splitting.

Measurements were carried out by means of an
x-ray reflectometer whose x-ray optical scheme was
described in [7]. A sharp focus x-ray tube with a copper
anode was used as a radiation source. Figure 1 shows
the position of a sample with respect to the incident
radiation. A beam with an angular spread of 20′′  was
directed through the lateral surface of the sample. The
edge of the lateral face of the sample was aligned with
the reflectometer rotation axis. Thus, the flux density of
the x-ray radiation incident on the lateral face remained
constant under small rotations. The angular distribution
of the intensity I(ψ) of radiation passed through the
sample at fixed grazing angles θ1 of the primary beam
was measured by scanning by a receiving slit that had a
width s of 30 or 100 µm and was situated at a distance

Fig. 1. Radiation passage scheme: (S) protection screen,
(D) direct beam at grazing angle θ1, (Rr) refracted beam at
grazing angle θ3, (R) reflected beam, and (T) beam tunnel-
ing through NiSi2 at grazing angle θ2.
© 2005 Pleiades Publishing, Inc.
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of 225 mm from the reflectometer axis. The deviation
angle ψ of radiation passed through the sample was
measured from the primary beam axis. The spectral

Fig. 2. Angular distributions of the intensity of the radiation
passed through the sample for the grazing angles of the pri-
mary beam θ1 = (a) 0.12°, (b) 0.265°, and (c) 0.348° and for
(1) CuKα 0.154-nm and (2) CuKβ 0.139-nm lines; panels
(a) and (b) correspond to the tunneling regions and panel
(c), to the reflection region.

20

1—
2—

1—
2—

1—
2—
lines CuKα (0.154 nm) and CuKβ (0.139 nm) were sep-
arated by semitransparent monochromators from radia-
tion passed through the receiving slit. The angular scan-
ning step and the direct radiation flux at the CuKα line
were equal to 3.6′′  and 106 photons per second, respec-
tively.

For the measurement geometry shown in Fig. 1, a
certain part of the beam passed between the absorbing
screen S and sample surface and was used as an angular
reference. Another part of the beam passed through the
lateral surface of the film and was refracted at the
NiSi2/air interface at the grazing angle θ3. The main
part of the beam entering the substrate was absorbed in
Si. Photons whose path in Si is smaller than the mean
free path ls of x-ray photons predominantly reach the
Si/NiSi2 interface. The mean free path ls for the CuKα
and CuKβ lines is equal to 71 and 99 µm, respectively.
According to the table data [8], δ(Si) = 7.57 × 10–6 and
δ(NiSi2) = 21.5 × 10–6 for λ = 0.154 nm; i.e., the neces-
sary condition of the total internal reflection 1 – δ(Si) >
1 – δ(NiSi2) is satisfied at the Si/NiSi2 interface. Thus,
this part of the x-ray flux can tunnel from Si to air
through the NiSi2 film.

The condition of the passage of the wave front
through the lateral surface of the substrate without sig-
nificant distortion can be written in the form

(1)

where ∆L is the mean height of ribs on the chip surface.
Substituting the table δ value for Si at λ = 0.154 nm
and, for definiteness, assuming that the left-hand side of
the inequality is no more than 0.01, we obtain ∆L <
0.2 µm. The above condition is easily satisfied on the
chips of the single crystal along the cleavage planes
within sections that are much larger than the diameter
of the first Fresnel zone.

Figure 2 shows the measured angular distributions
of the intensity I(ψ) of radiation passed through the
sample at fixed grazing angles θ1 of the primary beam.
As was mentioned above, a sharp increase in the inten-
sity for angles ψ  0 is associated with the passage
of a part of the direct beam over the sample edge. As
follows from the geometry of the radiation, the broad
peak on the right side of Figs. 2a and 2b arises due to
the refraction of x-ray radiation passed through the end
of the NiSi2 film. The corresponding refraction maxima
are denoted as Rr1 and Rr2. In the diagram measured on
the CuKβ line, the Rr2 peak is lower than the back-
ground signal, which is caused by the jump in the pho-
toabsorption in Ni for λ = 0.139 nm. The tunneling flux
can be measured beginning with the grazing angle θ1 =
0.12° (Fig. 2a). The tunneling peaks for the two wave-
lengths in Figs. 2a and 2b are denoted as T1 and T2. For
grazing angles θ1 > θc (Fig. 2c), only the intense peak
of refracted radiation passing from silicon to air
through the Si/film and film/air interfaces is observed.

∆L n3 n1–( )/λ ∆Lδ Si( )/λ  ! 1,=
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Figure 3 shows (1) experimental and (2) theoretical
dependences of the integral intensity Φ of x-ray radia-
tion passed through the film at the grazing angle θ1 for
λ = 0.154 nm. The function Φ values are obtained by
numerically integrating the I(ψ) curve near the tunnel-
ing peak and subtracting the background signal. The
angular range θ1 < θc ≈ 0.31° is the tunneling region.

The angular dependence Φ(θ1) is calculated under
the following assumptions. We assume that the angular
spread of the primary beam is negligible and the linear
flux density p0 of x-ray photons incident on the end of
the sample at the grazing angle θ1 is constant. The z axis
is perpendicular to the sample surface (see Fig. 1). In
this case,

(2)

where p0 is the linear density of the x-ray flux incident
on the sample and µ is the linear coefficient of the
absorption of radiation in the substrate for the given
wavelength. The energy transmission coefficient T =
|t1|2 of the film structure is calculated from the recur-
rence relations [9]

(3)

(4)

Here, rj and tj are the complex amplitude coefficients of
reflection and transmission of the structure, respec-

tively;  and  are the Fresnel amplitude coefficients
of reflection and transmission at the interfaces, respec-
tively; κ = 2π/λ(εj – sin2ϕ)1/2, where ϕ = π/2 – θ1 is the
angle of incidence on the first interface and εj is the
dielectric constant of the medium in the jth layer; and
dj is the layer thickness.

Comparison shows that the experimental and theo-
retical curves are in fairly good agreement. The result
shown in Fig. 3 is obtained with the effective film thick-
ness Df = 18.5 nm, which testifies to the presence of an
oxide layer. This conclusion is also corroborated by
x-ray reflectometry. For grazing angles θ1 < 0.7θc, the
tunneling photon flux is lower than 1% of the reflected
flux for θ1 ≈ 1.1θc. The conditional boundary between
the regions of tunneling and refraction is shown in
Fig. 3 by the vertical dashed straight line. The presence
of the extended transient section on the curve Φ(θ1) in
the region θ1 ≈ θc is explained by the effect of the imag-
inary part of ε.

In conclusion, we note that, for such materials as
GaAs, Al2O3, Si, and fused silica that are most often
used as substrates, the mean free path of photons for

Φ θ1( ) t1
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µ z( )z
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λ = 0.154 nm and, correspondingly, the effective width
of the tunneling region are in the range 30–140 µm.
These values are approximately two orders of magni-
tude smaller than the characteristic size of the irradiated
region in x-ray reflectometry measurements. For this
reason, the transmission measurement scheme pro-
posed in this work can be used to analyze edge effects
in the technology of producing film nanostructures and
to control coatings on a nonflat surface with a curvature
radius to 0.3–0.5 m.

We are grateful to N.N. Gerasimenko for samples
placed at our disposal. This work was supported in part
by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, project
no. 03-02-16976a.
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Fig. 3. (1) Experimental and (2) theoretical angular depen-
dences of the integral flux intensity of x-ray photons passed
through the outer interface: θ1 < θc is the tunneling region
and θ1 > θc is the refraction region.
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Population inversion of the energy levels of Er3+ ions in Si/Si1 – xGex:Er/Si (x = 0.28) structures has been achieved
due to electron excitation transfer from the semiconductor matrix. An analysis of the photoluminescence kinetics
at a wavelength of 1.54 µm shows that up to 80% of the Er3+ ions are converted into excited states. This effect,
together with the high photoluminescence intensity observed in the structures studied, shows good prospects for
obtaining lasers compatible with planar silicon technology. © 2005 Pleiades Publishing, Inc.

PACS numbers: 42.70.Hj, 78.47.+p, 78.55.–m
A currently important task for the modern physics of
semiconductors and semiconductor technology is the
search for new silicon-based materials possessing high
efficiency of luminescence under optical or electric
excitation conditions. As is known, crystalline silicon
(c-Si), which is a base material in modern semiconduc-
tor electronics, is characterized by an indirect bandgap
and, hence, by a low efficiency of the interband radia-
tive recombination. There are several possible ways to
increase the luminescence yield, which employ, in par-
ticular, the features of luminescence in low-dimen-
sional silicon structures and the introduction of lumi-
nescence activators, such as rare earth ions, into the
matrix structure [1, 2]. Among such luminescence acti-
vators, the most interesting is erbium ion (Er3+), which
exhibits a radiative electron transition (4I13/2  4I15/2)
in the inner 4f shell. This is accompanied by the emis-
sion of light with a wavelength of 1.54 µm, which cor-
responds to minimum losses in quartz fiber-optic com-
munication lines [1]. An important advantage of
erbium-doped silicon structures is the possibility of
providing effective nonresonant excitation of Er3+ ions
by light in a broad spectral range, as well as by electric
current, which is related to the mechanisms of indirect
excitation of rare earth ions by means of electron exci-
tation energy transfer from the semiconductor matrix
[2–4].

A necessary condition for the optical amplification
in erbium-doped silicon structures is the creation of a
population inversion of the energy levels of Er3+ ions.
Another important requirement is the effective localiza-
tion of erbium luminescence in the active layer, which
0021-3640/05/8110- $26.00 0494
implies the formation of waveguide structures. One
promising variant of a system of this kind is offered by
Si/SiGe:Er/Si heterostructures with an active
waveguide layer of erbium-doped silicon–germanium
solid solution (SiGe:Er) [5, 6]. This paper presents the
results of our investigation into the photoluminescence
(PL) of Er3+ ions in Si/Si1 – xGex:Er/Si heterostructures
at high levels of optical pumping. We demonstrate the
possibility of obtaining population inversion of the
energy levels of rare earth ions in this system due to the
electron excitation energy transfer from the semicon-
ductor matrix.

The Si/Si1 – xGex:Er/Si heterostructures were grown
by sublimation MBE [6] from the gas phase on (100)-
oriented c-Si substrates of the KEF-4.5 grade. The sub-
strate temperature during deposition was 500°C. The
growth of an Si1 – xGex solid solution was preceded by
deposition of a buffer c-Si layer ~0.2 µm thick. The
flow of Er atoms was generated by evaporating a sam-
ple of polycrystalline silicon doped with this impurity
(for more details, see [6]). In most samples, the thick-
ness of the active Si1 – xGex:Er layer was about 1 µm.
The elemental composition of the as-grown structures
was studied by secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS). The SIMS profiles showed a virtually homoge-
neous (free of segregation effects) distribution of Er
over the Si1 – xGex solid solution layer thickness with an
impurity concentration of NEr ~ (2–3) × 1018 cm–3 at a
germanium content corresponding to x = 0.28.

The PL was excited by quasi-continuous pulsed
radiation of a copper vapor laser (working wavelengths,
© 2005 Pleiades Publishing, Inc.
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511 and 578 nm; pulse duration, 20 ns; repetition rate,
12 kHz). The laser spot size on the sample was approx-
imately 2 × 2 mm, and the average excitation intensity
Iex did not exceed 5 W/cm2. The exciting radiation was
modulated by means of a mechanical chopper operat-
ing at a frequency of ~30 Hz. The PL measurements
were performed at 10 K in an ARS DE-204N closed-
loop helium cryostat. The sample temperature increase
(monitored by a temperature sensor fixed on a sample
holder) at the maximum optical pumping level did not
exceed 2–3 K. The PL signal was measured using an
InGaAs photodiode with a time resolution of ~0.2 ms.

The samples exhibited the characteristic PL due to
radiative electron transitions in erbium with a wave-
length of 1.54 µm. The emission intensity was compa-
rable with the response of c-Si:Er samples possessing a
low-temperature inner quantum efficiency of 10%
[5, 7]. Figure 1 shows the typical PL spectra of
Si/Si1 − xGex:Er/Si (x = 0.28) samples measured at vari-
ous excitation intensities Iex. The spectra display a
series of lines due to electron transitions in Er3+ ions
between the 4I13/2 and 4I15/2 levels split in the crystal
field. The presence of both relatively narrow peaks
(with a full width at half height FWHM ~ 7 nm) and
broad overlapping bands in the spectra is indicative of
the existence of emitting centers of several types. The
absence of noticeable changes in the shape of the PL
spectra measured at maximum Iex values is evidence of
insignificant laser-induced heating of the samples.

The inset in Fig. 1 shows a plot of the PL intensity
versus Iex and its approximation by the function

(1)

where a, b, and c are constant coefficients. The shape of
this function is indicative of an indirect mechanism of
Er3+ ion excitation via the electron subsystem of the
semiconductor matrix in the presence of competitive
processes such as the nonradiative Auger recombina-
tion [8, 9]. The tendency to attaining a stationary PL
intensity level, which is described by formula (1), is
related to a finite number of emitting centers (Er3+ ions)
in the Si/SiGe:Er/Si structures studied.

In order to determine the fraction of excited ions, we
have studied the PL intensity kinetics at a wavelength
of 1.54 µm. Figure 2 shows the shape of the exciting
radiation pulse and the kinetic curves measured for two
values of Iex. An analysis of the PL decay kinetics (see
the inset in Fig. 2) showed that these curves could be
well described by a sum of two exponents:

, (2)

where A1 and A2 are the coefficients determining the
contributions of processes with the time constants τ1 ≈
0.9 ms and τ2 ≈ 2.5 ms, respectively. At low excitation
levels, the weighting coefficients are related as A2 ≈

IPL Iex( )
abIex

1 bIex c Iex+ +
--------------------------------------,=

IPL t( ) A1 t/τ1–( )exp A2 t/τ2–( )exp+=
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0.2A1. The presence of two components in the PL kinet-
ics probably reflects the presence of optically active
centers of the two types that contain Er3+ ions and con-
tribute to the emission at 1.54 µm. An analogous behav-
ior was previously reported in [10]. The observed ratio
of the amplitudes of the components indicates that a
dominating role (~80% in terms of the concentration) is
played by the “fast” emitting centers possessing shorter
lifetimes and, hence, more tightly bound to the semi-

Fig. 1. Low-temperature photoluminescence spectra of the
Si/Si0.72Ge0.28:Er/Si structure measured with the excitation

intensity Iex = (1) 1.65, (2) 0.2, and (3) 0.003 W/cm2. The
inset shows (points) the experimental photoluminescence
signal intensities at 1.54 µm versus Iex and (line) the
approximation by formula (1).

Fig. 2. Kinetics of the photoluminescence signal at 1.54 µm
measured for Iex = (1) 0.2 and (2) 0.005 W/cm2 in compar-
ison to (3) the exciting laser pulse profile. The inset shows
(points) the experimental photoluminescence signal decay
kinetics and (line) its approximation by formula (2).
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conductor matrix. The “slow” emitting centers may
represent Er3+ ions in dielectric inclusions such as SiO2

precipitates in silicon [1].

It was established that the PL rise kinetics for the
erbium-containing emission centers could be well
described by the approximate expression 1 – IPL(t),
where IPL(t) is the function given by formula (2). For
large Iex, we observed a sharp decrease in the PL rise
time. An analysis of the signal intensity rise and decay
for the PL from Er3+ ions as dependent on the excitation
intensity Iex allows the relative concentration of excited

Fig. 3. Photoluminescence signal (s) decay and (d) rise
times versus the excitation intensity for the fast component
of photoluminescence from Er3+ centers.

Fig. 4. Ratio of the concentration of Er3+ ions in the excited
state 4I13/2 to their concentration in the ground state 4I15/2
calculated using formula (4) for (d) fast and (s) slow emit-
ting centers. The dashed line indicates the level of N*/NEr =
0.5, above which the population inversion of the excited
erbium-containing centers is achieved.
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ions to be estimated [11]. Indeed, a kinetic equation for
the excitation of Er3+ ions can be written as

(3)

where N* is the concentration of ions in the excited
state, τdecay is the PL signal decay time (i.e., the lifetime
of the excited state), and g is the rate of ion excitation
by means of energy transfer from the semiconductor
matrix. The latter characteristic, in the general case,
depends on a number of parameters, in particular, on
the erbium-containing center type, the sample temper-
ature, and Iex.

Equation (3) correctly describes the kinetics of vari-
ation of the number of emitting centers of various types
in the absence of their interaction with each other. For
the dopant concentrations studied, this assumption is
likely to be valid. Then, the stationary values of the rel-
ative content of excited Er3+ ions is given by the relation

(4)

where τrise = (g + 1/τdecay)–1 is the PL signal rise time
(dependent on Iex).

Figure 3 shows experimental plots of the PL signal
rise and decay time versus optical excitation intensity
Iex for the fast PL component. As can be seen, the
growth of Iex is accompanied by a sharp decrease in

, while the  value is virtually independent of

the excitation level:  ≈ τ1 = const. It should be
noted that qualitatively similar dependences of the PL
signal rise and decay times on Iex were observed for the
slow PL signal component, which is in good agreement
with the above simple two-exponent kinetic model.

An analysis of the observed PL kinetics in terms of
Eq. (4) gave the relative concentrations of Er3+ ions in
the excited state for the optically active centers of two
types with the life times τ1 and τ2. Figure 4 presents the
plots of N*/NEr versus the optical excitation intensity.
At relatively low Iex values, the fraction of excited Er3+

ions entering into the fast centers is several times
greater than the content of slow centers. This result is
consistent with the above assumption concerning a
more effective interaction between the semiconductor
matrix and the erbium-containing centers possessing
the shorter lifetime τ1. For Iex > 0.05 W/cm2, the frac-
tion of these centers is N*/NEr > 1/2, which implies the
presence of a population inversion of the corresponding
energy levels. For the slow centers, the state of a popu-
lation inversion is achieved at a two to three times
higher excitation level. At Iex ≈ 1 W/cm2, up to about
80% of the centers of both types occur in the excited
state. Further growth of Iex led to some decrease in the
N*/NEr ratio for the fast centers, which was probably

dN*
dt

---------- g NEr N*–( ) N*

τdecay
-----------,–=

N*
NEr
-------- 1

τ rise

τdecay
-----------,–=

τ1
rise τ1

decay

τ1
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caused by heating of the matrix under the conditions of
intense optical pumping. At the same time, the slow
centers were less sensitive with respect to the thermal
effects of laser radiation, which is consistent with the
above assumption concerning a less effective interac-
tion (or stronger isolation) of such centers with the
semiconductor matrix.

It should be noted that the results of our investigation
does not allow us to judge unambiguously on the pres-
ence or absence of the phenomena of stimulated emis-
sion and optical amplification in the Si/Si1 − xGex:Er/Si
structures studied. These questions can only be eluci-
dated in special experiments using some standard tech-
niques, such as PL measurements for a variable size of
the excitation region in the sample or double-beam
diagnostic methods.

To summarize, we have demonstrated that popula-
tion inversion of the energy levels in both fast and slow
centers containing Er3+ ions can be created in
Si/Si1 − xGex:Er/Si (x = 0.28) structures due to effective
electron excitation energy transfer from the semicon-
ductor matrix. The obtained results show good pros-
pects for realization of the optical amplification regime
at a wavelength of 1.54 µm in such structures provided
that the necessary conditions of optical pumping and
radiation localization in the waveguide channel are sat-
isfied and are of interest for the development of silicon
optoelectronics.

This study was supported by the Russian Founda-
tion for Basic Research (project nos. 03-02-16647, 04-
02-17120, 05-02-16735, 04-02-08240, and 04-02-
08083) and INTAS (grant no. 03-51-6486) and was
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conducted at the Center of Shared Equipment, Faculty
of Physics, Moscow State University.
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We present a semiclassical theory for electron drag between two parallel two-dimensional electron systems in
a strong magnetic field, which provides a transparent picture of the most salient qualitative features of anoma-
lous drag phenomena observed in recent experiments, especially the striking sign reversal of drag at mis-
matched densities. The sign of the drag is determined by the curvature of the effective dispersion relation
obeyed by the drift motion of the electrons in a smooth disorder potential. Localization plays a role in explain-
ing the activated low temperature behavior but is not crucial for anomalous drag per se. © 2005 Pleiades Pub-
lishing, Inc.

PACS numbers: 73.21.–b, 73.43.–f, 73.63.–b
Electron drag in double-layer two-dimensional elec-
tron systems has been established as a valuable probe of
the electronic state within each layer and also of inter-
layer interactions [1]. In a drag experiment, a current is
driven through one of the layers, which, via interlayer
scattering, produces a drag voltage in the other layer.
Usually, the drag is positive in the sense that the drag
and drive currents have the same direction, which leads
to a compensating voltage opposite to the drive current.
In the absence of a magnetic field, drag phenomena in
2D electron systems are well understood [2]. In that
case, the drag signal can be expressed in terms of the
density response functions of each single layer, as long
as the interlayer coupling is weak [3].

Drag experiments have also been performed in the
presence of strong magnetic fields, where the formation
of Landau levels plays a crucial role. Pronounced min-
ima in the drag signal were observed at odd integer fill-
ing factors for magnetic fields far below the regime
where spin splitting of Landau levels is seen in the
intralayer resistivity [4, 5]. Completely unexpected was
the discovery of a negative drag signal in the case of a
suitably chosen density mismatch between the two lay-
ers [6, 7]. Previous theoretical descriptions [2, 8] would
predict positive drag at any filling factor. In a more
recent work, a mechanism for a sign change of the drag
in strong magnetic fields was found [9], which, how-
ever, yielded negative drag for equal densities in the
two layers, unlike in the experimental situation.

New hints and constraints were observed for a the-
ory resulting from a recent detailed experimental anal-
ysis of the temperature dependence of the drag resistiv-
ity by Muraki et al. [10]. At high temperatures, kBT @
"ωc, where ωc is the cyclotron frequency, the drag resis-
tivity ρD follows the conventional T2 behavior. It
decreases with decreasing T down to scales well below

 ¶ This article was submitted by the authors in English.
0021-3640/05/8110- $26.00 0498
"ωc, but, then, in the data shown for ν = 2n + 3/2 with
n = 2, 3, 4, 5, it rises again to form a pronounced peak
at temperatures one order of magnitude below "ωc. At
still lower T, the drag resistivity decreases rapidly,
which is consistent with the exponentially activated

behavior, ρD ∝  . The ν dependence of the activa-
tion energy ∆ oscillates with minima near half-integer
filling factors. The longitudinal intralayer resistivity ρxx

also exhibits activated behavior at the lowest tempera-
ture with an activation energy matching with ∆ for
those ν where both gaps could be extracted from the
data. For a density mismatch δν = 1 between the two
layers, a low temperature peak with the same shape as
for equal densities but with opposite (that is, negative)
signs was observed.

Muraki et al. [10] interpreted their data in terms of
particle-hole asymmetry and disorder induced localiza-
tion. Landau levels are broadened by disorder, thus,
leading to a band of energies for each level. Anomalous
drag is observed for parameters where the Landau level
broadening is much smaller than "ωc. The longitudinal
resistivity ρxx of each layer, as well as the drag resistiv-
ity ρD, is due to electrons in extended states of the high-
est occupied Landau level. If the states with energies
near the Fermi level eF are localized, charge carriers in
extended states can be created only by thermal activa-
tion or scattering across the energy gap between eF and
the nearest extended state energy level. This explains
the observation of the activated behavior of ρxx and ρD

at low T. Muraki et al. [10] also realized that odd integer
filling factors lead to a particle-hole symmetric occupa-
tion of the partially filled Landau level. Since particle-
hole asymmetry is known to be crucial for drag in the
absence of a magnetic field [11], it is indeed natural to
relate the minima in ρD observed at an odd integer ν to
this symmetry. Judging from the experiments, a neces-
sary requirement for negative drag seems to be that the

e
∆/kBT–
© 2005 Pleiades Publishing, Inc.
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partially occupied Landau level in one layer be more
than half filled and the other less than half filled. This
was already noticed by Feng et al. [6] and led them to
speculate that electrons in a more than half-filled Lan-
dau level should acquire a holelike dispersion relation
due to disorder.

A comprehensive transport theory for the intralayer
and drag resistivity in a strong magnetic field, which
captures localization and extended states, is not avail-
able. In this work, we present a simple semiclassical
picture that explains why Landau quantized electrons
moving in a smooth disorder potential behave effec-
tively as band electrons with an electron-like dispersion
in the lower and a holelike dispersion in the upper half
of a disorder broadened Landau level and how this
leads to the observed anomalous drag.

Let us first consider the relevant length and energy
scales in the double-layer system. The distance
between the layers varies from 30 to 120 nm. The dis-
order is due to remote donors, which leads to a smooth
disorder potential with a correlation length ξ of order
50–100 nm. The Landau level broadening, which is
related to the amplitude of the disorder potential, has
been estimated from low-field Shubnikov-de-Haas
oscillations to lie in the range 0.5–2 K [6, 12]. The mag-
netic fields at which drag minima at odd integer filling
and/or negative drag at mismatched densities are
observed vary over a relatively wide range from 0.1 T
to 1 T for the cleanest samples and, up to 5 T, for sam-
ples with a slightly reduced mobility. This corresponds
to magnetic lengths lB between 15 and 80 nm. Hence, ξ
and lB are generally of the same order of magnitude,
which makes a quantitative theoretical analysis rather
difficult. Since the anomalous drag phenomena are
observed over a wide range of fields, one may hope that
qualitative insight can also be gained by analyzing lim-
iting cases. For ξ ! lB, a treatment of disorder within
the self-consistent Born approximation is possible [13].
This route was taken most recently by Gornyi et al.
[14], who obtained negative contributions to the drag
resistivity at mismatched densities in agreement with
experiment. Localization is not captured by the Born
approximation; consequently, the resistivities obey
power-laws rather than activated behavior for T  0.
For stronger magnetic fields, on the other hand, local-
ization will become important, and a semiclassical
approximation is a better starting point, which is the
route we take here. Applying a criterion derived by
Fogler et al. [15], we estimate that (classical) localiza-
tion may set in already at 0.1 T.

We now discuss the semiclassical picture of electron
states and drag on a qualitative level, ignoring spin
splitting for simplicity. If the disorder potential varies
smoothly, electron states lie essentially on contours of
equal energy. These contours form closed loops, which
correspond to localized states, except at a single energy
level e0 in the center of each Landau level, for which
there is a percolating contour through the whole system
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 81      No. 10      2005
[16]. If the Landau level broadening induced by the dis-
order potential and also kBT is much smaller than "ωc,
as is the case in the anomalous drag regime, all the Lan-
dau levels except one are either fully occupied in the
bulk of the whole sample or completely empty. At zero
temperature and for eF < e0, the sample then consists of
islands where the highest (partially) occupied Landau
level is locally full, while it is locally empty in the rest
of the sample; for eF > e0, the empty regions form
islands. In reality, the percolating contour at the center
of the Landau level is broadened to a percolation region
for two reasons. First, electrons near the percolating
contour can hop across saddle points from one closed
loop to another by using, for a moment, some of their
cyclotron energy [15]. Second, electrons near the center
of the Landau level can screen the disorder potential,
such that the percolating equipotential line at e0 broad-
ens to form equipotential terraces [17]. Hence, there is
a region around the percolating path where the states
are extended.

The percolating region forms a two-dimensional
random network consisting of links and crossing points
[18]. For simplicity we assume that the links are
straight lines. The region near the link (except near the
end points) can be parameterized by a cartesian coordi-
nate system with a variable x following the equipoten-
tial lines parallel to the link and y for the transverse
direction. The disorder potential varies essentially only
in the transverse direction and can thus be represented
by the function U(y). In the Landau gauge A = (–By, 0),
the Hamiltonian for electrons on the link is then trans-
lation invariant in the x direction and the Landau states
(" = 1 from now on)

(1)

are accurate solutions of the stationary Schrödinger
equation. Here, Hn is the nth Hermite polynomial and
Cn a normalization constant. The corresponding energy
is simply

(2)

In the following, we drop the Landau level index n,
because only the highest occupied level is relevant. The
quantum number k is the momentum associated with
the translation invariance in x direction. It is propor-

tional to a transverse shift y0 =  of the wave func-
tion. The potential U lifts the degeneracy of the Landau
levels and makes the energies depend on the momen-
tum along the link. The group velocity

(3)

corresponds to the classical drift velocity of an electron
in crossed electric and magnetic fields. In our simpli-
fied straight link approximation, U'(y0) does not depend
on x. In general, it will depend slowly on the longitudi-
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nal coordinate, but, near the percolating paths away
from the crossing points, it has a fixed sign; hence, the
group velocity has a fixed direction; that is, the motion
on the links is chiral.

The drag between two parallel layers is dominated
by electrons in the percolating region and corresponds
to states near the center of the Landau level, since elec-
trons in deeper localized states are not easily dragged
along. In the network picture, macroscopic drag arises
as a sum of the contributions from interlayer scattering
processes between electrons in different links. If no
current is imposed in the drive layer, both layers are in
thermal equilibrium and the currents on the various
links cancel each other on average. Now, assume that a
small finite current is switched on in the drive layer
such that the electrons move predominantly in the
direction of the positive x axis (the electric current mov-
ing in the opposite direction). This means that the cur-
rent on the links oriented in the positive x direction is
typically larger than the current on the links oriented in
the negative x direction. Interlayer scattering processes
lead to momentum transfers between electrons in the
drive and drag layer. The preferred direction of the
momentum transfers is such that the scattering pro-
cesses tend to reduce the current in the drive layer; that
is, the interlayer interaction leads to friction. Now, the
crucial point is that electrons moving in the disorder
potential are not necessarily accelerated by gaining
momentum in the direction of their motion or slowed
down by loosing momentum (as for free electrons). The
fastest electrons are those near the center of the Landau
level: they have the highest group velocity on the links
of the percolation network and they most easily get
across the saddle points. Electrons in states below the
Landau level center are thus accelerated by gaining
some extra momentum in the direction of their motion,
but electrons with an energy above e0 are pushed to still
higher energy by adding momentum and are thus
slowed down. To understand how negative drag arises,
consider the situation with the highest occupied Landau
level of the drive layer less than half filled and the one
in the drag layer more than half filled. In that case, the
electrons in the drag layer receive momentum transfers
with a predominantly positive x component. As a con-
sequence, electrons near the Fermi level of the drag
layer are mostly slowed down if they move on links
toward the positive x direction and accelerated if they
move on links in the negative x direction, which is the
opposite of what free electrons would do. If no net cur-
rent is allowed to flow in the drag layer, an electric field
is built up in the negative x direction, which compen-
sates for the effective force generated by the scattering
processes with the drive layer electrons. The drag signal
is thus negative.

To substantiate the above qualitative picture, let us
analyze the drag between two links using semiclassical
transport theory. We first discuss parallel links in some
detail, then, briefly discuss the more general case of a
finite angle between the links. For a fixed Landau level
index, the electronic states in each link are fully labeled
by their momentum k. The (nonequilibrium) occupa-
tion of states in the links is described by a distribution
function fα(k), where α = 1, 2 labels the two layers. We
consider the experimental standard setup where a small
current flows through the drive layer (α = 2) generating
a compensating drag voltage in the drag layer (α = 1).
No net current is allowed to flow in the drag layer.
Under these conditions, the linear response of the drag
layer to the drive current is determined by the linearized
Boltzmann equation

(4)

with  = –eE1, where E1 is the electric field leading to
the drag voltage. The interlayer collision term is given
by

(5)

where  is the rate for a single interlayer scat-

tering event k1  , k2  ; and the deviation
(from equilibrium) functions ψα are defined as usual by
f – f 0 = f 0(1 – f 0)ψ. There is also an intralayer scatter-
ing term with a similar structure. The distribution func-
tion in the drive layer is obtained from the single layer

Boltzmann equation as ψ2(k) = – j2v k, where j2 is

the drive current and vF2 the equilibrium Fermi veloc-
ity. For weak interlayer coupling, the deviation function
ψ1 can be neglected in the interlayer collision term,
because it would yield a contribution of the order
(W12)2. To determine the relation between the drive cur-
rent j2 and the drag field E1, we multiply the Boltzmann
equation by  and integrate over k1. The left hand

side yields –e , which tends to

vF1E1 at low temperatures, where vF1 is the velocity

at the Fermi level of the drive layer. Using the antisym-
metry of the integrand of Eq. (5) under the exchange of
k1 and , the right hand side can be written as
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(6)

The integrated intralayer scattering contributions can-
cel due to the condition of the vanishing drag current.
Note that the above integral shares several features with
the general expression for the drag response function as
obtained from the Kubo formula [11, 19]. In particular,
it is symmetric in the layer indices, a property that
depends crucially on the correct form of ψ2(k). For a
simplified discussion of the most important points, we
assume that the interlayer scattering rate W12 depends
only on the momentum transfers q and energy transfers
ω =  –  and that the momentum transfers are so
small that one can approximate v k + q – v k by q(dv k/dk).
The drag resistivity ρD = –E1/j2 can then be written as

(7)

where χα(q, ω) is the dynamical density correlation
function in layer α, and the effective masses are given
by the curvature of the dispersion relations at the Fermi
level

(8)

The integral in Eq. (7) is always positive. The sign of ρD

is thus given by the sign of the effective masses, that is,
by the curvature of the dispersion at the Fermi level.
Negative drag is obtained when the dispersion in one
layer is electron-like, and holelike in the other. The drag
vanishes if the Fermi level in one of the layers is at an
inflection point of the dispersion. For the quadratic dis-
persion ek = k2/2m, one has vF = kF/m and Eq. (7)
reduces to a one-dimensional version of the well-
known semiclassical result for drag between free elec-
trons in two dimensions [2]. Returning to Eq. (6), it is
not hard to generalize the above results on the sign of
ρD allowing for larger momentum transfers q and gen-
eral momentum dependences of W12. Note that, in our
case of chiral electrons, no backscattering is possible,
unlike the situation in quantum wires [20].

For parallel links, energy and momentum conserva-
tion restrict the allowed scattering processes very
strongly. At low temperatures, this leads to an exponen-
tial suppression of the drag between parallel links. This
has nothing to do with the exponential suppression of
drag observed in the experiments, since the links are
generically not parallel. For nonparallel links, the sum
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of the momenta of the two links is no longer conserved
in the scattering process. Hence, the scattering pro-
cesses are suppressed much less at low temperatures.
Computing the drag between the nonparallel links from
the linearized Boltzmann equation (a straightforward
generalization of the above steps for parallel links)
yields a quadratic temperature dependence at low T.
The momentum transfers in the drag and drive links are,
however, still correlated for nonparallel links, espe-
cially when the angle between the links is not very
large, and the relative sign of the curvature of the dis-
persion in the drive and drag layer, respectively, deter-
mines the sign of the drag. The average curvature van-
ishes for states in the center of the Landau level, while
it is positive for energies below and negative for ener-
gies above e0. We thus understand the observation of
negative drag when the Landau level in one layer is less
than half filled, and more than half filled in the other.

Spin can be easily included in the above picture.
Since the interlayer interaction is spin independent, one
simply has to sum over the two spin species (up and
down) in both the drive and drag layer, while taking the
(exchange enhanced) Zeeman spin splitting of the Lan-
dau levels into account. If the Fermi level of one layer
lies between the centers of the highest occupied Landau
levels for up and down spins, respectively, positive and
negative contributions to the drag partially cancel each
other. The cancellation is complete due to particle-hole
symmetry in the case of odd integer filling, as observed
in experiment.

Within our semiclassical picture, anomalous drag,
especially negative drag, is suppressed at temperatures
above the Landau level width, because then the electron
and holelike states within the highest occupied level are
almost equally populated. This agrees with the results
from the Born approximation [14] and also with exper-
iments. For the low temperature asymptotics of the
drag, the semiclassical theory yields two different types
of behavior depending on the filling. If the Fermi level
does not hit any extended states (for either spin spe-
cies), the drag should vanish exponentially for T  0,
since thermal activation or scattering of electrons into
extended states is then suppressed by an energy gap. In
contrast, for a Fermi level within the extended states
band (for at least one spin species), the gap vanishes
and the drag obeys generally quadratic low temperature
behavior, as obtained for the drag between nonparallel
links. Within the Born approximation, no localization
occurs and the drag resistance always vanishes quadrat-
ically in the low temperature limit [14]. In high mobil-
ity samples, localization is negligible at low magnetic
fields, while an increasing amount of states gets local-
ized at higher fields [15].

In summary, we have presented a semiclassical the-
ory for electron drag between two parallel two-dimen-
sional electron systems in a strong magnetic field,
which provides a transparent picture of the most salient
qualitative features of anomalous drag phenomena
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observed in recent experiments [6, 7, 10]. Localization
plays a role in explaining activated low temperature
behavior, but it is not crucial for anomalous (especially
negative) drag per se. A quantitative theory of drag,
which covers the whole range from low magnetic
fields, where the Born approximation is valid [13, 14],
to high fields, where localization becomes important,
remains an important challenge for the future.
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Single-particle spectra of a homogeneous 2D electron gas have been calculated in the microscopic functional
approach. The effective mass in this system is found to diverge at rs . 7. It is shown that the inclusion of the
local exchange and correlation corrections to the effective interaction modifies the instability picture from that
obtained in the random phase approximation: in the latter, the instability arises away from the Fermi surface,
whereas, with the introduction of the corrections, it manifests itself as the divergence of the effective mass.
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Experimental studies of the quasi-2D electron sys-
tems in silicon transistors (MOSFETs) showed that a
decrease in the electron density down to the critical
value nc . 8 × 1010 cm–2 is accompanied by the diver-
gence of the effective quasiparticle mass M* [1, 2],
which is the main characteristic of the quasiparticle
spectrum ε(p) in the Landau theory of the Fermi liquid.
At the same time, the Stoner factor (1 + g0)–1, where g0
is the zero harmonic of the Landau spin–spin interac-
tion, is almost invariable [1]. This testifies to the
absence of ferromagnetic instability of the quasiparticle
system. Since none of the existing experimental data
point to the violation of other Pomeranchuk stability
conditions, the divergence of the effective mass means
that the description of the system in terms of quasipar-
ticles with a zero-temperature momentum distribution
nFL(p) = θ(pF – p) (in this paper, we consider homoge-
neous systems) is impossible because of the violation
of the stability condition different from the Pomeran-
chuk conditions [3–5]. In fact, beyond the point where
the group velocity of quasiparticles vF = dε(p)/dp|F
changes sign, in the vicinity of the boundary momen-
tum, a region appears where the allowable variations
δn(p) with the sign opposite to that of ξ(p) = ε(p) – µ
(µ is the chemical potential) give rise to negative addi-

tions δE0 = δn(p)dτ (dτ is a phase volume ele-

ment) to the ground state energy E0 of the quasiparticle
system. However, as it was shown in [3–5], the instabil-
ity of the quasiparticle distribution nFL(p) means not a
failure of the Landau quasiparticle distribution but its
rearrangement caused by the necessity to redefine the
function n(p) so as to satisfy the minimum condition for
the energy functional E0[n(p)].

A complete microscopic theory of the state beyond
the transition point has not yet been developed. How-
ever, many properties of this state can be understood

ξ p( )∫
0021-3640/05/8110- $26.00 0503
with the use of simple phenomenological models [3–7].
From the analysis [6], it was found that these properties
are largely determined by the place in the momentum
space where the instability of the distribution nFL(p)
arises. Since the instability arises at the point p = pb of
the bifurcation formation in the equation

(1)

the microscopic calculation of the quasiparticle spec-
trum ξ(p, [nFL(p)] of the system in terms of the Fermi
liquid can be used in developing the microscopic theory
of the state beyond the critical point.

In this paper, we carry out a microscopic calculation
of the single-particle spectrum of a 2D electron gas,
ξ(p, [nFL(p)]), with the aim, first, to determine the val-
ues of the parameter rs (the average distance between
particles in Bohr radius units) at which the momentum
distribution nFL(p) becomes unstable and, second, to
determine the point where the bifurcation arises in
Eq. (1) and the scenario of the quasiparticle rearrange-
ment. The first microscopic calculation of the single-
particle spectrum of a 2D electron gas was recently per-
formed in [8, 9] in the random phase approximation
(RPA). In the functional approach considered below,
the RPA appears as the first approximation. We take a
further step: we take into account the exchange and cor-
relation corrections to the RPA and see how their inclu-
sion affects the behavior of the single-particle spec-
trum.

We consider a 2D electron gas with the pair interac-
tion potential V(q) = 2πe2/q in terms of the “jellium”
model. The extent to which the system is diluted is
determined by the value of the parameter rs =

Me2/pF. To calculate the single-particle spectrum,
we use ab initio the functional approach proposed in
[10] and the strategy developed in [11]. The cited

ξ p nFL p( )[ ],( ) 0,=

2
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papers contain all the detailed explanations that may be
of interest to the readers.

Let us consider the scheme of calculating the single-
particle spectrum of the system under study. We begin
with the formula E0 = τ + W, which represents the
ground state energy E0 of the system as a sum of the
energy τ characterizing the system of noninteracting
particles and the interaction energy W. The Hartree term
WH of the interaction energy W = WH + WF + Wc is can-
celled by the uniform background of the positive
charge, the Fock energy

(2)

is expressed through the static form factor

(3)

and the correlation energy

(4)

is determined by the difference between the linear
response function of the system χ(q, ω) and the
response function of noninteracting particles χ0(q, ω)
[12].

These two functions are related by the formula

(5)

with the effective interaction [10]

(6)

In the effective interaction, the correction to the Cou-
lomb potential can be separated into the exchange cor-
rection Rex(q, ω) = δ2WF/δρ(q, ω)δρ(–q, –ω) and the
correlation one Rc(q, ω) = δ2Wc/δρ(q, ω)δρ(–q, –ω). In
principle, the exchange correction can be calculated in
the closed form. The correlation correction itself can be
expressed through R(q, ω). This makes it possible to
formulate an equation for the effective interaction:

(7)

To calculate the variational derivatives on the right-
hand side of Eq. (7), we follow the method proposed in
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[10] and apply the local approximation [13]:

(8)

This approximation proved to be effective in applica-
tion to a 3D electron gas and neutron matter [10]. The
equation for the effective interaction, which is fre-
quency independent in the local approximation, takes
the form

(9)

The local exchange correction Rex(k) is calculated
through the static form factor (3) and, with simple alge-
bra, can be expressed as

(10)

where K(z) is an elliptical integral of the first kind.
The local correlation correction can be calculated by

extending the contour of integration with respect to the
frequency along the CI imaginary axis:

(11)

In our calculations, we make one iteration step: we sub-
stitute the effective interaction R0(q) = V(q) + Rex(q)
into the right-hand side of Eq. (11). Integrating with
respect to e2, we obtain

(12)

The accuracy that is achieved with the local approx-
imation and only one iteration used for calculating the
correlation correction can be estimated by comparing
the resulting characteristics of the 2D electron gas with
the results of Monte Carlo (MC) calculations. Figure 1
shows the response function in the static limit, – χ(q, 0),
divided by the electron density ρ for rs = 1 and 5. One
can see that the MC results [14] are adequately repro-
duced in our calculations. Note that the inclusion of the
exchange correction alone considerably improves the
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agreement with the MC data in comparison with the ini-
tial RPA calculations.

Figure 2 compares the calculated correlation energy
of the 2D electron gas with the MC data [16]. The RPA
overestimates the absolute value of the energy by
approximately a factor of two. A major part of this dis-
crepancy is eliminated by taking into account the
exchange correction, and the inclusion of the correla-
tion correction further reduces the discrepancy to 12%
or less.

Here, it is appropriate to discuss why we consider an
unpolarized system. In the RPA, the 2D electron gas is
completely polarized as early as at rs ~ 5.5 [9], whereas,
in the MC calculations, the energy of the polarized state
becomes lower than the energy of the polarized state as
late as at rs ~ 28 [16]. The first step beyond the RPA,
namely, the calculation of the correlation energy with
allowance for the correction Rex(k), changes the situa-
tion: up to rs ~ 30, the energy of the unpolarized gas
remains lower than the energy of the polarized gas. The
inclusion of the correlation term does not introduce any
qualitative changes in the situation under study.

Let us proceed to calculating the single-particle
spectrum:

(13)

In this formula, the term

(14)

where ϕ(q, ω) = [1 – R(q)χ0(q, ω)]–1, is due to the vari-
ation of the function χ0(q, ω) involved in Eq. (5) for the
response function χ(q, ω). The term

(15)

is due to the variation of the effective interaction in
Eq. (5). The substitution of the explicit expression for
the variation δχ0(q, ω)/δn(p) into Eq. (14) yields

(16)
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Thus, if the effective interaction R(q) is determined, the
calculation of the term ε1(p) of the single-particle spec-
trum is reduced to calculating the integrals. As for
expression (15) for ε2(p), it contains not only R(k) but
also the variational derivative δR(k)/δn(p), which
requires special calculation. A linear integral equation
for this function was derived in [11]. In principle, it can
be easily generalized to the 2D case. However, since for
the values of rs & 10, which are considered below, the
contribution of ε2(p) to the spectrum is small, we can
follow [11] and calculate the variation of the local

Fig. 1. Response function of the 2D electron gas in the static
limit, –χ(q, 0)/ρ, for rs = (left panel) 1 and (right panel) 5.
The MC results [14] are represented by circles, the dash–
dotted line shows the response function –χ0(q, 0)/ρ [15],
and the dotted line represents the RPA calculation. The
dashed line shows the calculation including only the correc-
tion Rex(q), and the solid line additionally takes into account
the correction Rc(q).

Fig. 2. Correlation energy of the 2D electron gas. The cir-
cles represent the MC calculation [16], the dotted line is the
RPA calculation, the dashed line shows our calculation tak-
ing into account the term R0(k) of the effective interaction,
and the solid line is the calculation with R(k) = R0(k) +
Rc(k).

E
c
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exchange correction. Varying the static form factor (3)
in Eq. (2) and differentiating it twice with respect to the
density, we obtain

(17)
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Fig. 3. Single-particle spectra of the 2D electron gas, ξ(p),

in  units for the values of the parameter rs from 1 to 8

with the step ∆rs = 1. The inset shows the spectra for rs = 1,
5, and 8 in the momentum interval 0 < p/pF < 3.

εF
0

Fig. 4. Single-particle spectra of the 2D electron gas in dif-
ferent approximations for rs = 7. The dotted line shows the
RPA calculation, the short-dashed line represents the term
ξ1(p) calculated with the effective interaction R0(k), the
long-dashed line shows the spectrum ξ1(p) calculated with
R(k) = R0(k) + Rc(k), and the solid line represents the spec-
trum with the term ε2(p).

F

F

p/pF

p/pF

F

where l = /pF and E(z) is an ellip-
tical integral of the second kind. We substitute the vari-
ational derivative found above into expression (15) for
ε2(p), in which we approximate the effective interaction
by R0(q). The integral with respect to the coupling con-
stant can be calculated analytically. As a result, we
obtain

(18)

The single-particle spectra ξ(p) calculated from
Eq. (13), where ε1(p) and ε2(p) are determined by
Eqs. (16) and (18), are shown in Fig. 3 for the values of
rs from 1 to 8 with the step ∆rs = 1. As rs increases, the
spectrum flattens out in the region of momenta p < pF,
and, at rs . 7, the group velocity becomes equal to zero.
The inset in Fig. 3 shows the spectra for rs = 1, 5, and 8
in a wider interval of momenta: 0 < p/pF < 3. We point
to the irregularities in the behavior of spectra near p ~
2pF, which become more pronounced as rs increases.
These irregularities are caused by the contribution of
plasmon poles to the integrals of the quantity ϕ2(p – q,

 – ) with respect to the momentum q in the second
term of expression (16) [9]. However, as is seen in
Fig. 3, in the region rs & 7, where the flattening of the
spectrum near the Fermi surface clearly manifests
itself, these irregularities are still not involved in the
formation of the spectrum instability away from pF. If
only the RPA contribution is taken into account, irreg-
ularities due to the coupling of single-particle degrees
of freedom with plasma excitations are developed
much earlier than the flattening of the spectrum near pF
takes place and bifurcation arising in Eq. (1) at p ~ 2pF
appears earlier than the effective mass diverges [9].
Note that, the spectrum calculated in the RPA changes
its sign earlier than M*  ∞ in the region of momenta
p ! pF as well [8, 9].

With the inclusion of the exchange contribution
Rex(k), the behavior of the term ξ1(p) = ε1(p) – µ of the
single-particle spectrum remains qualitatively the same
as that obtained with the RPA: in both cases, a change
of sign occurs in the region of p ! pF. However, in the
RPA, the sign changes at rs . 13, whereas, with the
exchange correction, it changes at rs . 8. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 4, where the spectra calculated in different
approximations are displayed. Note that, with the
exchange correction taken into account, the effective
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mass M/M* = (M/pF)(dε(p)/  diverges at rs . 9

(see Fig. 5). The correlation correction Rc(k), being
introduced in the calculations, makes an almost an
order of magnitude smaller contribution to the spec-
trum Rex(k), as compared to the contribution due to the
exchange correction, but, owing to the drastic change in
the vicinity of p = pF, it makes a considerable contribu-
tion to the effective mass, which is illustrated in Fig. 5.
As a result, the behavior of the term ξ1(p) calculated
with the effective interaction R(k) = R0(k) + Rc(k) is
entirely different from that calculated with allowance
for the exchange correction alone: the instability now
occurs immediately on the Fermi surface at rs . 7.3.
The term ξ2(p) is not small in magnitude but has an
insignificant slope at the point p = pF and does not make
any considerable contribution to the effective mass: it
only shifts the point corresponding to the zero value of
the ratio M/M* from rs . 7.3 to rs = 7 (see Fig. 5). The
inclusion of this contribution does not change the char-
acter of the instability: the latter arises at the point pF,
i.e., as the divergence of the effective mass. This can be
seen from Fig. 4, where the solid line represents the
spectrum calculated with allowance for both contribu-
tions at rs = 7. The calculation shows that the first and
second derivatives of the spectrum simultaneously
become equal to zero at the point pF; therefore, near the
Fermi surface, we have ξ(p) ∝  (p – pF)3. We also note
that, because of the flatness of the spectrum (within the
interval 0 < p < pF, its absolute value does not exceed

0.05 ), the corrections ignored by us (the corrections
associated, e.g., with the subsequent iteration steps in
solving Eqs. (9)–(11) or with the change from the local
approximation to the exact calculation of variational
derivatives) could shift the point of instability forma-
tion pb to the region of p < pF. Thus, although the situ-
ation of the instability formation exactly on the Fermi
surface is not universal, precisely this situation is real-

d p p pF=

εF
0

Fig. 5. Ratio M/M* calculated for the 2D electron gas in dif-
ferent approximations versus the parameter rs. The notation
for the curves is the same as in Fig. 4.
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ized in the calculations performed in the framework of
approximations used by us in this paper.

Scenarios of the quasiparticle rearrangement initi-
ated by the appearance of bifurcation in Eq. (1) are
investigated in [7]. If pb < pF, i.e., two new roots p1 and
p2 of Eq. (1) appear within the Fermi circle, an empty
ring is formed in the filled Fermi circle. If pb > pF, the
rearranged momentum distribution of quasiparticles
n(p) represents a Fermi circle surrounded by a filled
ring. In both cases, the momentum distribution of qua-
siparticles is multiply connected. The appearance of
bifurcation in Eq. (1) at the Fermi surface (or very close
to it), as in the given calculation (pb . pF), corresponds
to the rearrangement scenario that was studied with the
use of models in [3–7, 10] (including the study of the
effect of rearrangement on the quasiparticle interaction
amplitude [7]). For this scenario, it was found that, in
the vicinity of the initial Fermi surface, a fermion con-
densate is formed: a group of single-particle states with
a flat spectrum ξ(p) ≡ 0 and a quasiparticle filling 0 <
n(p) < 1. It should be noted that, in all the scenarios, at
the critical point and beyond it, the system possesses
non-Fermi-liquid properties, which, however, can be
explained in quasiparticle terms [17]. For example, in
the scenario corresponding to pb . pF, the appearance
of an inflection of the spectrum at the Fermi surface,
i.e., the cubic form of the spectrum ξ(p) ∝  (p – pF)3 at
the critical point, leads to a quite different temperature
dependence of the thermodynamic characteristics of
the system at this point, as compared to the conven-
tional Fermi liquid [17].

We consider one more feature of a dilute 2D elec-
tron gas. In [18], it was shown that the divergence of M*
is a precursor of the formation of a charge density wave
in a 2D or 3D homogeneous Fermi system. As is
known, the instability with respect to the formation of
this inhomogeneous phase appears when the static
dielectric function ϕ–1(q, 0) becomes equal to zero at a
certain value of the momentum q ~ 2pF. Figure 6, which

Fig. 6. Static dielectric function ϕ–1(q, 0) calculated for rs
from 1 to 13 with the step ∆rs = 3 versus q/pF.

q/pF
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shows the function ϕ–1(q, 0) for rs from 1 to 13 with a
step of 3, demonstrates the appearance of the zero value

of this function near q = 2pF at rs =  . 10. Note
that, in the RPA, the static dielectric function reaches
zero at no value of rs, because the product V(q)χ0(q, 0)
is negative for any value of q. The product R0(q)χ0(q, 0)
is everywhere negative as well. However, when the cor-
relation correction is taken into account, the effective
interaction R(q) = R0(q) + Rc(q) changes its sign in the
vicinity of q ~ 2pF at rs . 3. As a result, in this vicinity,
an increase in rs is accompanied by an increase in the

positive product R(q)χ(q, 0) and, at  . 10 at the
point qc . 2pF, this product compensates for the unity
in the expression for ϕ–1(q, 0). The pole that appears in
response function (5) at q = qc and ω = 0 leads to an
instability with respect to the condensation of charge
density waves with the vector qc [12]. The comparison

of the values  . 7 and  . 10 shows which of the
two instabilities arises first: according to [18], in a 2D
electron gas, an increase in the parameter rs first leads
to the divergence of the effective mass and then to the
condensation of the charge density waves.

The value of  . 7 determined above reasonably

agrees with the value  . 9.3 [2] corresponding to the
density nc . 8 × 1010 cm–2 at which the divergence of
the effective mass is observed for the electron system of
an Si MOSFET [1, 2]. However, some comments are
necessary on this point. Although the experimental

value of  takes into account the corresponding values
of the band mass, degeneracy multiplicity, and permit-
tivity, a quantitative comparison requires the calcula-
tion of the spectrum of the quasi-2D electron gas layer
at the semiconductor–insulator boundary with the inter-
action taking into account the finite thickness of the
layer. In addition, an actual system contains disordered
charged impurities, the scattering from which may con-
tribute to the quasiparticle dispersion. In this paper, we
did not intend to give a quantitative description of
experimental data. The main result obtained by us is as
follows: the calculation of the single-particle spectrum
of a 2D electron gas on the basis of the functional
approach shows that the inclusion of the exchange and
correlation corrections to the effective interaction, first,

noticeably shifts the value of , at which the effective
quasiparticle mass diverges, from the RPA result [8, 9]
and, second, changes the instability picture. In the RPA,
the instability arises away from the Fermi surface,
which corresponds to the quasiparticle rearrangement
scenario with the formation of a multiply connected
Fermi surface. In our calculations, the instability arises
as the divergence of the effective mass; i.e., the first
derivative of the single-particle spectrum ξ(p) becomes

rs
CDW

rs
CDW

rs
∞ rs

CDW

rs
∞

rs
c

rs
c

rs
∞

equal to zero at the Fermi surface simultaneously with
its second derivative. This form of instability initiates
the Fermi-condensate scenario of rearrangement in the
quasiparticle system.
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Single crystals of the new multiferroic Tb(1 – x)BixMnO3 have been grown and studied. A semiconductor com-
pound with x = 0.05 is investigated in most detail. At temperatures T ≥ 165 K, the electric dipole glass state is
realized in the crystal. Localized charge carriers form conducting drops of electrons and holes, which are
located predominantly in thin layers at the boundaries of polar domains. When drops escape as the temperature
increases, jumps in conductance and capacitance are observed. The state of drops is controlled by low bias volt-
age. The long-range magnetic order arises at temperatures T ≤ 90 K. Negative magnetoresistance is observed
at temperatures of the existence of localized charge carriers. © 2005 Pleiades Publishing, Inc.

PACS numbers: 75.47.Lx, 76.50.+g, 77.80.–e
We present the results of investigation of the dielec-
tric constant, magnetic susceptibility, and magnetore-
sistance of the new multiferroic Tb(1 – x)BixMnO3,
which is a solid solution of the initial compounds
TbMnO3 and BiMnO3. The latter compound has long
been known as a multiferroic with ferromagnetic and
ferroelectric orderings at the Curie temperatures TC =
105 and 750–800 K, respectively, and has monoclinic
symmetry with the space group C2 [1, 2]. As was
recently found, the TbMnO3 compound, which has a
structure of a rhombically distorted perovskite (space
group Pbnm), is a multiferroic with magnetic and ferro-
electric orderings at temperatures of 40 and 30 K,
respectively [3]. At close ordering temperatures, cou-
pling between the magnetic and ferroelectric states are
maximal. Growing crystals of the solid solutions
Tb(1 − x)BixMnO3, we hoped to obtain multiferroics for
small x values with the perovskite structure that have
the temperatures of magnetic and ferroelectric order-
ings, which remain close to each other, higher than
those for TbMnO3. The Tb(1 – x)BixMnO3 crystals
obtained for x ≤ 0.2 really have the perovskite structure
(space group Pbnm), have the magnetic and polar (elec-
tric dipole glass) orders, and are insulators or semi-
conductors depending on x. This paper presents the
results of investigation of the semiconductor
Tb0.95Bi0.05MnO3 + 0.005. The symmetry and composition
of the crystal are determined by the x-ray structural
phase analysis and fluorescence x-ray method, respec-
tively. Nonstoichiometry in oxygen leads to the appear-
ance of electron charge carriers, which ensure the addi-
tion of the corresponding number of Mn4+ ions to the
0021-3640/05/8110- $26.00 0509
basic Mn3+ ions. As a result, the Tb0.95Bi0.05MnO3 + 0.005
compound is a strongly compensated semiconductor.

The capacitance and conductance were measured in
the frequency range 0.012–100 kHz and the tempera-
ture range 5–350 K by a universal LCR-819 meter.
Three capacitors were made of samples with approxi-
mately identical areas (~3 mm2) and various thick-
nesses (0.4–1.5 mm). The contacts of the capacitors are
created by gold deposition. The approximate coinci-
dence of the specific conductance for samples with var-
ious thicknesses indicates that the measured quantities
characterize the bulk properties of the capacitors.

In the Tb0.95Bi0.05MnO3 + 0.005 crystal at temperatures
T > 150 K, a state with very high capacitance (~103 pF)
arises, which corresponds to the effective dielectric
constant εeff ~ 5 × 104. Such high capacitances are usu-
ally characteristic of layered structures: ferroelectric–
metal systems and p–n junctions in semiconductors.
Jumps in capacitance are observed at temperatures that
increase with the frequency (see Fig. 1). For low tem-
peratures up to 150 K, the capacitance is low (3–4 pF)
and is independent of the temperature. As is seen in
Fig. 1, the capacitance increases irregularly with fre-
quency: maximum jumps in capacitance are observed for
low frequencies (up to 1 kHz). In the temperature range
180–290 K, an increase in capacitance slows down and
then a new increase begins with T > 290–300 K. As the
frequency increases, the capacitance jumps first
decrease, and, beginning with a frequency of 20 kHz, the
capacitance remains nearly the same as that for low
temperatures up to a temperature of T . 240 K, near
which the anomalous behavior of the capacitance,
© 2005 Pleiades Publishing, Inc.
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of capacitance for frequen-
cies (1) 0.012, (2) 0.1, (3) 0.5, (4) 1.0, (5) 5.0, (6) 10.0, (7)
20.0, (8) 40.0, and (9) 66.7 kHz. Contacts are deposited on
the developed (101) plane of the crystal. The alternating
electric field e || [101]. The inset: the region near the capac-
itance jumps in a larger scale.

Fig. 2. Same as in Fig. 1, but for the conductance.
jump, and subsequent increase with temperature are
observed (see Fig. 1).

The frequency dispersion of capacitance indicates
that the state arising in the crystal at T > 150 K is inho-
mogeneous. The dielectric response of the crystal at a
given frequency is observed predominantly from
restricted domains of the crystal that have the lifetime
satisfying the condition τ = 1/ω. According to Fig. 1,
the dielectric state of larger domains of the crystal that
give response at low frequency differs substantially
from the state of small domains that give response at
high frequency.

The dc σdc and ac σac conductances were measured
by the four-terminal method and capacitance method,
respectively. The dc conductance σdc is approximately
equal to the ac conductance σac for low frequencies
(from 12 to 500 Hz). For temperatures below 330 K, the
low-frequency conductance is of hopping character
with the thermal activation barrier EAσ . 215 meV. We
attribute a jump increase in the conductance near 330 K
to the transition from the hopping to band conductance.

As is seen in Fig. 2, σac increases with the frequency.
The observed frequency dependence of the conduc-
tance is characteristic of amorphous semiconductors
[4]. However, in contrast to them, the conductance for
frequencies above 20 kHz falls stepwise at the temper-
ature T . 240 K, which coincides with the temperature
of the step increase in capacitance at the same frequen-
cies (see Fig. 1). We think that charge carriers are local-
ized in small restricted domains of the crystal, whereas
large domains are dielectric. At T . 240 K, the state of
localized charge carriers in small restricted domains of
the crystal changes stepwise. They transit instanta-
neously to the bottom of the conduction band and the
state of these domains becomes more dielectric. In this
case, the through conductance at low frequencies
increases slightly (see Fig. 2).

Using the temperature dependences of the low-fre-
quency capacitance, one can evaluate the activation
barrier for the polarizability EAP of large domains of the
crystal. If Tf is the temperature of the maximum of the
derivative of C(T) at a given frequency ω, it is easy to
show that the Arrhenius law is valid and τ = 1/ω =
τ0exp(EAP/kTf), where EAP = 275 meV. We note that the
activation barriers EAP and EAσ differ from each other.
At temperatures of a sharp increase in the low-fre-
quency capacitance (Fig. 1), maxima in dielectric
losses do not appear (see Fig. 2), because conductance-
induced losses are much larger.

Dispersion curves for capacitance (polarizability),
particularly for low frequencies (Fig. 1), are similar to
those usually observed for structural electric dipole
glasses (such as spin glass) [5, 6]. We think that, as is
usual for glasses, the frequency dispersion in our case
is due to the presence of relaxators with a broad spec-
trum of the relaxation times (τmin ! τ ! τmax). However,
thorough analysis reveals certain differences of the
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 81      No. 10      2005
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behavior observed here from the usual behavior for
glasses. Figure 3 shows the frequency dependences of
the real part of the dielectric constant (Reε), which
enable one to obtain the density of states of relaxators
D(1/ω, T) [5, 6]. A linear dependence of Reε on lnω is
usually observed in spin glass systems, which indicates
that the density of states of relaxators D(1/ω, T) is inde-
pendent of 1/ω within the limit of this dependence. In
the case under consideration (see Fig. 3), there are two
sections with a constant density of states:

where (1/ω)cr = 2 × 10–5 s. As is seen in the inset in
Fig. 3, for both sets of relaxators D1 and D2, there is a
maximum at T . 165 K corresponding to the glass
freezing temperature. It is seen that an additional max-
imum in D2 exists at T . 240 K for smaller domains of
structural correlations. We recall that jumps in capaci-
tance and conductance at high frequencies are observed
near 240 K. Thus, electric dipole glass arises in the

D1: 1/ω( )cr 1/ω 1/ω( )max,<<

D2: 1/ω( )min 1/ω 1/ω( )cr ),<<

Fig. 3. Frequency dependence of the relative real part of
Reε for temperatures (1) 180, (2) 200, (3) 220, (4) 240, (5)
280, and (6) 320 K. The inset: the temperature dependence
of the densities of states D1 and D2.
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Tb0.95Bi0.05MnO3 + 0.005 crystal at temperatures above
165 K, and its state changes near 240 K.

We discuss in more detail the features of the behav-
ior of high-frequency conductance. As is seen in Fig. 4,
the conductance σac is much higher than σdc in the tem-
perature range 200–300 K. For higher temperatures,
when the band conductance arises, there is no differ-
ence between two types of conductance; i.e., the fre-
quency dispersion disappears. The jump in σac at T .
240 K is manifested against the broad-maximum back-
ground in σac in Fig. 4. It is natural to attribute this max-
imum to localized charge carriers. Assuming that the
maximum in σac arises under the condition ωτ = 1 and
taking τ = τ0exp(EA/kT), we obtain EA = 280 meV; i.e.,
EA . EAP. Thus, the state of localized charge carriers is
determined by the polar state of the crystal. In this case,
we think that largest restricted domains in the crystal
with the density of state D1 are dielectric and have large
polarizability, whereas the small domains with the den-
sity of state D2 contain localized charge carriers that
change their state at T . 240 K.

The jumps in conductance and capacitance for high
frequencies depend substantially on the bias voltage U=

Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the relative conductance
σac for frequencies (1) 1.0, (2) 5.0, (3) 10.0, (4) 20.0, (5)
40.0, and (6) 50.0 kHz. The inset: σac vs. 1000/T.
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(see Fig. 5). As U= increases, the state changes first
slightly and then stepwise at U= . 0.43 V. Hence, a bias
of about 5 V/cm eliminates the inhibition of growth and
the jump in capacitance. In this case, an increase in
capacitance and conductance begins with a temperature
of 165 K and the activation barrier for charge carriers is
the same as that for σdc.

Let us analyze the experimental data. As was men-
tioned above, the Tb0.95Bi0.05MnO3 + 0.005 crystal con-
tains carriers of two signs—electrons and holes with

Fig. 5. Effect of the bias voltage (U= || e) at a frequency of
20 kHz on the (a) capacitance and (b) conductance.
nearly identical concentrations. In addition, there is a
wide set of limited polar domains (electric dipole
glass); i.e., charge carriers are in a medium with a ran-
dom potential. For this situation, the Efros–Shklovskii
model [7] is applicable, which describes the formation
of conducting drops of electrons and holes in an amor-
phous semiconductor with strong compensation.

The random potential of the lattice in the
Tb0.95Bi0.05MnO3 + 0.005 crystal is formed due to the
coexistence of a wide set of polar domains of different
sizes and polarization orientation. In this situation,
localized charge carriers are self-organized. They tend
to be located at the boundaries of polar domains with
oppositely oriented polarizations for which the jump in
the electric field is maximal. Such carriers are most
localized and they reduce the high-frequency polariz-
ability (capacitance) in a temperature range where this
localization holds. In this case, there are charge carriers
that are localized at the boundaries of polar domains
with smaller jumps in the electric field and they form a
broad maximum (see Fig. 4).

Barriers for localized charge carriers at high fre-
quencies in the temperature range to the conductance
jump are in the range 0.21–0.28 eV and increase with
the frequency (see the inset in Fig. 4). Taking into
account that the atomic scale of one lattice constant cor-
responds to a barrier of 1 eV, one can evaluate the thick-
ness of the layer, where carriers are located, as 4–5 lat-
tice constants. For such small distance between carri-
ers, strong Coulomb repulsion arises, which reduces
the activation barrier for the “evaporation” of pairs of
these carriers (see [4]). Charge carriers can evidently be
localized at the boundaries between polar domains
whose width is such that the Coulomb repulsion does
not exceed the polarization barrier. In other words, the
critical width of the boundary and, correspondingly, the
highest frequency Fcr must exist to which jumps in con-
ductance and capacitance can be observed. Measure-
ments for F = 1 MHz show the absence of jumps.
Therefore, 100 kHz < Fcr < 1 MHz. We think that jumps
in capacitance and conductance for high frequencies
near 240 K are associated with the evaporation of drops
of charge carriers localized at the most thin boundaries
of polar domains. It is also clear why small bias voltage,
which is efficiently enhanced by many orders of magni-
tude when it is applied to such thin layers, reduces the
polarization barrier and evaporation of drops.

Analysis of the temperature dependence of the mag-
netic susceptibility (Fig. 6) shows the presence of
anomalies at T . 6 and 90 K, which testify to the mag-
netic phase transitions. The first and second transitions
most probably occur in the Tb and Mn ion subsystems,
respectively. The inset in Fig. 6 indicates the presence
of negative magnetoresistance in the temperature range
where localized charge carriers exist. There is an obvi-
ous correlation between the form of the σac(T) depen-
dence (Fig. 4) and the temperature dependence of the
magnetoresistance (the inset in Fig. 6). Thus, polar
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 81      No. 10      2005
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domains of different sizes, as well as Mn3+ and Mn4+

ions, coexist in the manganite under consideration. In
this manganite, the phase separation, which is standard
for manganites with colossal magnetoresistance, occurs
specifically. Indeed, polar domains in electric dipole

Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of the magnetic suscepti-
bility for the varying magnetic field h ⊥  b at a frequency of
10 kHz. The inset: the negative magnetoresistance mea-
sured with direct current in the magnetic field H0 = 2 T,
H0 ⊥  b.
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 81      No. 10      2005
glass are dielectric and contain predominantly Mn3+

ions, whereas the conducting drops at the boundaries of
the polar domains that exist at temperatures of 190–290 K
are ferromagnetically correlated (superparamagnetic)
and are responsible for the appearance of negative mag-
netoresistance.

Thus, the Tb0.95Bi0.05MnO3 + 0.005 solid solution with
the low concentration of Bi ions has the symmetry of
rhombically distorted perovskite and is multiferroic for
which the temperatures of the magnetic ordering and
appearance of the polar state (electric dipole glass) are
much higher than the respective temperatures for the
pure compound TbMnO3. The compound studied in
this work is a strongly compensated semiconductor,
where the self-organization of localized charge carriers
is observed.
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Presidium of the Russian Academy of Sciences (funda-
mental research project “Quantum Macrophysics”),
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Electron transport has been studied in the gallium arsenide/granulated SiO2 film heterostructure with Co nano-
particles and in the gallium arsenide/TiO2 film heterostructure with Co island sublayers. When electrons are
injected from a film into a semiconductor, a new phenomenon is observed, which is called injection magnetore-
sistance. For the SiO2(Co)/GaAs structure with 60 at. % Co in a magnetic field of 23 kOe at a voltage of 50 V,
the injection magnetoresistance reaches 5200% at room temperature. © 2005 Pleiades Publishing, Inc.

PACS numbers: 73.20.–r, 73.40.–c, 75.70.Pa
1. Introduction. The main problem of spintronics
are the effective generation of spin-polarized current,
the injection of spin-polarized electrons into a nonmag-
netic material, and the possibility of the spatial trans-
port and change in the spin polarization [1]. For appli-
cations, it is extremely desirable to realize these pro-
cesses at room temperature and to ensure the complete
polarization of electrons. The spin transport and the
corresponding magnetoresistance have been observed
on the following types of heterostructures.

(i) Magnetic material/nonmagnetic semiconductor,
where the magnetic material is a magnetic semiconduc-
tor [2–4], a half-metallic ferromagnet, or a ferromag-
netic metal [5–7]. The spin injection from the magnetic
material into the magnetic semiconductor is observed at
low temperatures. At room temperature, the effects of
spin-polarized transport are small or vanish.

(ii) Layered structures consisting of alternating fer-
romagnetic and nonmagnetic metals [8–10]. The resis-
tance of these structures is minimal when the magnetic
moments of the ferromagnetic layers are parallel to
each other and is maximal for the antiparallel orienta-
tion. For three-layer structures, the typical values of
giant magnetoresistance at room temperature lie in the
range 5–8%.

(iii) Magnetic tunnel structures [11–16]. These
structures consist of half-metallic or metallic ferromag-
netic layers separated by an insulating layer. Tunneling
magnetoresistance at room temperature lies from 20 to
50%.

(iv) Granulated films consisting of nanosized mag-
netic metal particles in a dielectric matrix [17–22]. The
0021-3640/05/8110- $26.00 0514
granulated films exhibit both positive and negative
magnetoresistance due to spin-dependent tunneling
between nanoparticles. The values of the magnetoresis-
tance lie in the range of 3–10%.

We analyzed the effect of the positive injection mag-
netoresistance in heterostructures of gallium ars-
enide/granulated SiO2 film with Co nanoparticles and
gallium arsenide/TiO2 film with Co island sublayers.
For the SiO2(Co)/GaAs structure with 60 at. % Co in a
surface-parallel magnetic field of 23 kOe at a voltage of
50 V, the injection magnetoresistance reaches 5200% at
room temperature. In this case, the 520-nm SiO2 film
contains 3.5-nm Co particles and is in the region of the
percolation threshold. These injection magnetoresis-
tance values are two orders of magnitude larger than the
maximum values of the giant magnetoresistance and
tunneling magnetoresistance that are observed in lay-
ered metallic and magnetic tunneling structures, as well
as than the magnetoresistance of granulated structures.

2. Experiment. Experiments were carried out with
heterostructures (SiO2)100 – xCox/GaAs [or shorter
SiO2(Co)/GaAs] consisting of the amorphous SiO2 film
with Co nanoparticles on the GaAs substrate and with
heterostructures (TiO2)100 – xCox/GaAs [or shorter
TiO2(Co)/GaAs] consisting of the amorphous TiO2 film
with Co island sublayers on the GaAs substrate. The
0.4-mm n-GaAs substrates had an orientation of (100),
a resistivity of 0.9–1.0 Ω cm, and a carrier concentra-
tion of 1015 cm–3. The electron mobility was in the
range 7.0–7.2 × 103 cm2/(s V). Before the deposition of
the films, the substrates were polished by a low energy
© 2005 Pleiades Publishing, Inc.
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oxygen ion beam using the technique described in [23,
24]. The roughness of the polished surfaces did not
exceed 0.5 nm.

The SiO2(Co) films were deposited by the ion-beam
sputtering method from a cobalt–quartz composite tar-
get onto the GaAs substrates heated to 200°C. The con-
centration of Co nanoparticles in SiO2 was specified by
the ratio of the areas of cobalt and quartz. The compo-
sition of the deposited structures was evaluated by
x-ray structure analysis. For the SiO2(Co) structures
under investigation, the Co content and thickness were
39 at. % (450 nm), 60 at. % (520 nm), and 85 at. %
(600 nm). The mean size of the Co particles was esti-
mated by means of small-angle x-ray scattering and
increased with x from 2.7 nm for x = 39 at. % to 3.5 nm
for x = 60 at. %. With these sizes, the Co particles are
in the single-domain ferromagnetic state [19, 25, 26].
As the Co content increased, the resistivity of the
SiO2(Co) films decreased from 2.0 Ω cm (39 at. %)
through 3.0 × 10−3 Ω cm (60 at. %) to 7.0 × 10–4 Ω cm
(85 at. %).

The TiO2(Co) films were layer-by-layer grown
using the ion-beam sputtering method from the sepa-
rated TiO2 and Co targets. In contrast with SiO2(Co)
films, the granulated TiO2(Co) film has the layered
island structure. The first layer deposited on the GaAs
substrate was the layer of Co islands. Ten layers of Co
islands and ten layers of TiO2 were deposited so that the
(Co/TiO2)10 structure was formed. The thicknesses of
the island layers were identical for all the samples
under investigation and were equal to 2.7 nm. The
thicknesses of the TiO2 layers were different for the
samples under investigation and decreased as the Co
content increases. The composition of the films was
determined by the neutron activation and x-ray analy-
ses. For the samples under investigation, the Co content
x and the total thickness of the TiO2(Co) structure were
34 at. % (45 nm), 55 at. % (40 nm), and 76 at. %
(35 nm). For comparison of the characteristics of the
heterostructures with granulated films, Co films were
also deposited on GaAs substrates.

Figure 1 shows the current–voltage characteristics
for the SiO2(Co)/GaAs and TiO2(Co)/GaAs structures
at room temperature. One contact was on the GaAs sub-
strate, and the other, on the granulated film. The sizes
of the samples were equal to 3 × 3 × 0.4 mm. The size
of a sample in the current flow direction was equal to
0.4 mm. For structures with low and high Co contents,
as well as for the Co/GaAs structure, the current–volt-
age characteristics are close to the ohm characteristic.
On the contrary, the TiO2(Co)/GaAs samples with the
Co content x = 55 at. % and the SiO2(Co)/GaAs sam-
ples with x = 60 and 85 at. % exhibit the diode-type cur-
rent–voltage characteristic. For these structures, elec-
trons at the positive applied voltage are injected from
the granulated film into the GaAs substrate and the cur-
rent density j is high. If the applied voltage U is nega-
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 81      No. 10      2005
tive, electrons drift from GaAs to the film and the cur-
rent density is low. We emphasize that, for the samples
with a high Co content [x ≥ 60 at. % for SiO2(Co)/GaAs
and x ≥ 55 at. % for TiO2(Co)/GaAs], the resistivity of
GaAs is higher than the resistivity of the film and the
applied voltage primarily falls on the semiconductor
substrate.

Figure 2 illustrates the effect of the magnetic field
H = 23 kOe on the current–voltage characteristic for the
injection of electrons into the semiconductor for the
SiO2(Co)/GaAs structure with 60 at. % Co. The mag-
netic field is parallel to the film surface. For U > 20 V,
the magnetic field suppresses the injection and the cur-

Fig. 1. Current–voltage characteristics for (a) the
SiO2(Co)/GaAs structure with a Co content of (1) 39,
(2) 60, (3) 85, and (4) 100 at. % and (b) the TiO2(Co)/GaAs
structure with a Co content of (1) 34, (2) 55, (3) 76, and
(4) 100 at. %.
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rent–voltage characteristic approaches the ohm charac-
teristic.

Figure 3a shows the relative current density j/j0,
where j0 is the current density in the absence of a mag-
netic field, as a function of the magnetic field H for var-
ious applied voltages at room temperature for the
SiO2(Co)/GaAs structure with 60 at. % Co. At negative
voltages, electrons drift from GaAs to the SiO2(Co)
film and the effect of the magnetic field on the current
is insignificant. At positive voltages, electrons are
injected into the GaAs substrate and the current
decreases significantly as the magnetic field H
increases. If the magnetic field is parallel to the film
surface, the injection current j approaches a certain
limit as the magnetic field H increases; i.e., saturation
is observed. If the magnetic field is perpendicular to the
film surface, the dependence of the current on the mag-
netic field H is weaker and saturation is not observed in
the field range 0–23 kOe. Figure 3b shows the relative
current density j/j0 as a function of the magnetic field H
parallel to the film for various applied voltages in the
TiO2(Co)/GaAs structure with 55 at. % Co. The depen-
dence of the injection current on the magnetic field for
the TiO2(Co)/GaAs structure is weaker than that for the
SiO2(Co)/GaAs structure.

By analogy with the coefficients of giant magnetore-
sistance and tunneling magnetoresistance in [8–15], we
define the injection magnetoresistance coefficient IMR
as the ratio

IMR
R H( ) R0–

R0
-------------------------

j0 j H( )–
j H( )

----------------------,= =

Fig. 2. Current–voltage characteristic for the injection of
electrons into the semiconductor for the SiO2(Co)/GaAs
structure with 60 at. % Co in the absence of a magnetic field
and in the magnetic field H = 23 kOe.
where R0 and R(H) are the resistances of the
GaAs/granulated film structure in the absence and pres-
ence of the magnetic field H, respectively, and j(H) is
the injection current density in the magnetic field H.
The coefficient IMR for the SiO2(Co)/GaAs and
TiO2(Co)/GaAs structures at the applied voltage U =
35 V is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of the magnetic
field H parallel to the film. For the SiO2(Co)/GaAs
structure with 60 at. % Co, the saturation of IMR is
observed for high magnetic fields H. At the voltage U =
50 V in the magnetic field H = 23 kOe, the coefficient
IMR for this structure reaches 52 (5200%). We empha-
size that the magnetoresistance effect for single GaAs
samples is not observed in such magnetic fields.

Fig. 3. Relative current density j/j0 vs. the magnetic field H
for various applied voltages for (a) the SiO2(Co)/GaAs
structure with 60 at. % Co in the magnetic fields parallel and
perpendicular to the film and (b) the TiO2(Co)/GaAs struc-
ture with 55 at. % Co in the parallel magnetic field.
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 81      No. 10      2005
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The logarithm of the injection current at U = 35 V
for the SiO2(Co)/GaAs structure with 60 at. % Co and
for the TiO2(Co)/GaAs structure with 55 at. % Co is
shown in Fig. 5a as a function of the inverse tempera-
ture 1/T. The current density j is normalized to the cur-
rent density jc measured at room temperature T =
292 K. It is seen that the injection current for the
SiO2(Co)/GaAs structure is approximated by the law
A1exp(–ε1/kT) + A2exp(–ε2/kT) with the activation
energies ε1 = 0.47 eV and ε2 = 0.19 eV. The injection
current for the TiO2(Co)/GaAs structure is described by
the law with the activation energy ε = 0.071 eV for tem-
peratures near room temperature. Figure 5b shows the
temperature dependence of the coefficient IMR for the

Fig. 4. Injection magnetoresistance coefficient IMR vs. the
magnetic field H at the voltage U = 35 V for (a) the
SiO2(Co)/GaAs structure with a Co content of (1) 39, (2)
60, and (3) 85 at. % and (b) the TiO2(Co)/GaAs structure
with a Co content of (1) 34, (2) 55, and (3) 76 at. %.
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SiO2(Co)/GaAs structure with 60 at. % Co at the volt-
age U = 35 V in the magnetic field H = 2.6 kOe parallel
to the film. The coefficient IMR has a maximum at T =
280 K.

3. Discussion. The following properties distinguish
the injection magnetoresistance effect from the magne-
todiode effect [27, 28].

(i) The magnetodiode effect becomes more pro-
nounced as the temperature decreases. On the contrary,

Fig. 5. Temperature dependences of (a) the injection current j
for (1) the SiO2(Co)/GaAs structure with 60 at. % Co and
(2) the TiO2(Co)/GaAs structure with 55 at. % Co and
(b) the injection magnetoresistance coefficient IMR for the
SiO2(Co)/GaAs structure with 60 at. % Co at the voltage
U = 35 V in the magnetic field H = 2.6 kOe.
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the injection magnetoresistance effect reaches the max-
imum at a certain temperature and becomes less pro-
nounced as the temperature decreases.

(ii) In contrast to the injection magnetoresistance
effect, the magnetodiode effect vanishes in the mag-
netic field parallel to the current.

(iii) The magnetodiode effect becomes more pro-
nounced as the magnetic field increases, whereas the
coefficient IMR is saturated in high magnetic fields.

(iv) The magnetodiode effect depends on the geom-
etry and thickness of a semiconductor. On the contrary,
the injection magnetoresistance effect depends strongly
on the properties of the granulated film deposited on the
semiconductor. In particular, the coefficients IMR for
the SiO2(Co)/GaAs structures with 60 and 85 at. % Co
differ from each other by two orders of magnitude at the
same injection current.

Taking into account the above discussion and the
significantly lower magnetoresistance of granulated
films, one can assume that the injection magnetoresis-
tance effect is governed by the spin-dependent scatter-
ing of injected spin-polarized electrons on a potential
barrier formed near the GaAs/granulated film interface.

4. Conclusions. A new phenomenon, injection mag-
netoresistance, has been investigated in the gallium ars-
enide/granulated SiO2 film heterostructure with Co
nanoparticles and in the gallium arsenide/TiO2 film het-
erostructure with Co island sublayers. For the
SiO2(Co)/GaAs structure with 60 at. % Co in a surface-
parallel magnetic field of 23 kOe at a voltage of 50 V,
the coefficient of injection magnetoresistance reaches
5200% at room temperature. This value is two orders of
magnitude larger than the maximum values of the giant
magnetoresistance and tunneling magnetoresistance
that are observed in layered metallic and magnetic tun-
neling structures.

We are grateful to R.V. Pisarev, V.N. Gridnev,
V.V. Pavlov, P.A. Usachev, and A.M. Kalashnikova for
stimulating discussions, L.A. Kalyuzhnaya for per-
forming x-ray spectroscopic analysis, and V.I. Siklitskiœ
and M.V. Baœdakova for the measurements by the
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The adsorption of Ba on the n-type GaN(0001) surface is studied. It is found that submonolayer Ba coatings
induce cardinal changes in the electronic properties of the surface with the formation of a charge accumulation
layer in the region of the near-surface band bending. The excitation of the Ba/n-GaN system by light from the
region of GaN transparency results in photoemission. The lowest value of the work function corresponds to
~1.90 eV at a Ba coverage of ~0.4 ML. Two surface bands induced by Ba adsorption are found in the surface
photoemission spectra. © 2005 Pleiades Publishing, Inc.

PACS numbers: 73.20.–r, 79.60.Dp
A powerful advance in the technology of group III
nitrides, as well as in the development of devices on
their basis, has been observed in recent years. At the
same time, under the pressure of the necessity of
obtaining a rapid practical result, basic studies of group
III nitrides and, in particular, studies of phenomena on
the surface of epitaxial layers of group III nitrides have
been insufficient. The recent works have demonstrated
that the surface makes a significant contribution to
many processes. For example, such a detrimental effect
as the current collapse of field-effect transistors
depends on the quality of the surface of group III nitride
compounds. So far, it is unclear whether the occurrence
of a negative affinity at the surface of p-type GaN and
p-type AlN after cesium deposition is a typical prop-
erty. The properties of n-type surfaces are very poorly
understood at all, though these surfaces are an integral
part of devices based on these materials.

Studying the electronic properties of ultrathin inter-
faces forming upon the adsorption of metals on the
GaN surface is of both fundamental and applied impor-
tance [1–3]. The adsorption of Ba on the GaN surface
has not yet been studied. The adsorption of Cs was
studied by UV photoemission spectroscopy for p-type
GaN(0001) [4, 5] and for n-type GaN(0001) at a tem-
perature of 150 K [6]. We have recently studied the
Cs/n-GaN(0001) by threshold photoemission spectros-
copy at a temperature of 300 K [7, 8]. It was found that
the work function ϕ ~ 4.3 eV for the pure n-GaN(0001)
surface decreases to ϕ ~ 1.35 eV after the adsorption of
Cs. It should be noted that such a sharp decrease in the
work function upon Cs adsorption is observed only at
the n-type GaN(0001) surface, whereas the lowest
value of the work function at the p-type GaN(0001) sur-
face equals ϕ ~ 3.5 eV [5]. Photoemission with a high
quantum yield was detected for the Cs/n-GaN(0001)
system upon light excitation from the transparency
0021-3640/05/8110- $26.00 0519
region of GaN. It was found that Cs adsorption induced
the formation of a charge accumulation layer (AL) in
the near-surface region of GaN. The nature of the pho-
toemission was related to the excitation of electrons
from the AL, which formed because of the near-surface
bending of the conduction band. This is a fundamental
difference from all the known photocathodes in which
photoemission is due to the excitation of electrons from
the valence band.

In this connection, it is of particular interest to study
the electronic properties of the n-GaN surface upon Ba
adsorption and to reveal the specific features of the for-
mation of the Ba/n-GaN interface as compared to Cs/n-
GaN. In this work, the Ba/n-GaN(0001) system with
various submonolayer Ba coatings is studied using
threshold photoemission spectroscopy. It is found that
the adsorption of Ba induces a number of qualitative
changes in the electronic properties of the near-surface
region with the formation of an AL similar to the
adsorption of Cs. Moreover, the formation of induced
surface bands has been detected upon Ba adsorption.

Threshold photoemission spectroscopy involves s-
and p-polarized excitations and has been successfully
used previously for studying the adsorption of metals
on the surface of Si(111) and Si(100) semiconductors
[9] and on the GaAs(100) surface [10]. This method is
based both on the separation of bulk and surface photo-
emissions and on the near-threshold enhancement of
photoemission from surface states in the case of
p polarization. For s polarization, bulk states are
excited. In this case, photoemission Is(hν) occurs from
the near-surface region, which is determined by the
escape depth of 20–30 nm for low-energy electrons.
Conventional quasi-bulk photoemission is associated
with the excitation of valence-band electrons; hence,
the photoemission threshold hνs for s-polarized light
corresponds to the ionization energy, which equals the
© 2005 Pleiades Publishing, Inc.
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position of the edge EV at the surface with respect to the
vacuum level EVAC. In the unconventional case when an
AL occurs in the conduction band, which was found for
the Cs/n-GaN system, the photoemission threshold hνs

corresponds to the work function. The normal compo-
nent of p-polarized light can excite surface states local-
ized at a depth of ~0.5 nm. Such states are investigated
by surface photoemission spectra Ip(hν)/Is(hν) for p-
and s-polarized excitations, respectively. A detailed
description of the threshold photoemission spectros-
copy technique is given in [9–11].

The experiment was performed in situ in a vacuum
of P < 1 × 10–10 Torr at room temperature. The n-type
sample doped with silicon (2 × 1017 cm–3) ~ 4 µm thick

Fig. 1. Photoemission thresholds hνs = hνp = ϕ vs. the Ba
coverage for the n-GaN(0001) surface.

Fig. 2. (1) Photoemission spectrum Is(hν) for the Ba/n-
GaN(0001) system at a Ba coverage of 0.4 ML and (2)
extracted modulation intensity spectrum.
represented an epitaxial GaN(0001) layer grown on a
sapphire substrate by MOCVD epitaxy. The sample
was annealed directly in a vacuum at a temperature of
~750°C. Atomic pure Ba was deposited on the sample
surface from a standard source. The Ba coverages were
varied in the range 0.1–2 ML and were determined
in situ by the procedure in [8]. Note that 1 ML corre-
sponds to a concentration equal to 9.89 × 1014 atom/cm2,
at which the GaN(0001) 1 × 1 surface contains one
metal adatom per gallium atom. Photoemission was
excited by s- or p-polarized monochromatic light inci-
dent on the sample at an angle of 45°.

It was found that Ba adsorption on the n-GaN(0001)
surface results in a sharp decrease in the photoemission
thresholds hνs and hνp for s- or p-polarized excitation,
respectively. The equality of thresholds hνs = hνp was
found in the entire range of coverages. The variation of
thresholds as functions of the Ba coverage is shown in
Fig. 1. Points in the curve in Fig. 1 were obtained from
an approximation of the spectral dependences of photo-
emission Is(hν) and Ip(hν), which were measured for
each Ba coverage. It was found that the minimum value
of the threshold energies corresponds to (1.90 ± 0.05) eV
at a surface Ba concentration of ~4 × 1014 atom/cm2.
The determination of Ba coverages was carried out with
regard to the sticking coefficient of Ba adatoms, which
equals one and does not vary at least within a mono-
layer. At the minimum value of the thresholds, the Ba
coverage lies in a submonolayer range and corresponds
to ~0.4 ML. We also note that Ba coatings are stable at
room temperature and are retained for many hours.

Studying the character of the spectral dependences
of bulk photoemission Is(hν) at various Ba coverages
showed that the spectra near the threshold obey the
Fowler law Is(hν) ~ (hν – hνs)2. It is well known that the
law is valid for the photoemission from metal bulk. For
semiconductors, this law is obeyed, for example, at the
photoemission Ip(hν) from quasi-metallic surface
bands lying in the band gap at the Fermi level [9]. In our
case of the Ba/n-GaN interface, the Fowler law was
valid for bulk rather than surface photoemission Is(hν).
Note that GaN belongs to wide band-gap semiconduc-
tors with a band gap of 3.4 eV. Photoemission under
excitation in the GaN transparency region cannot be
caused by the excitation of valence-band states. Hence,
the detected photoemission arises from quasi-metallic
states in the conduction band. In this case, the band
edge Ec at the surface lies below the Fermi level, which
corresponds to the formation of a charge accumulation
layer (see Fig. 4 below). Hence, the bulk photoemission
threshold hνs corresponds to the work function hνs = ϕ.

Thus, it was found that the nature of the threshold
photoemission for Ba/n-GaN, as well as for Cs/n-GaN,
is associated with the formation of a charge AL in the
near-surface band-bending region. A comparison of the
Is(hν) spectra for the Ba/n-GaN and Cs/n-GaN systems
with the use of the same GaN sample as a substrate
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 81      No. 10      2005
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shows that the energy parameters of the AL in the case
of Ba adsorption are at least half as much as for Cs
adsorption.

The threshold photoemission spectrum Is(hν) at a
Ba coverage of 0.4 ML is shown in Fig. 2, curve 1. The
character of the spectrum appears to be extremely
unusual because of the occurrence of pronounced oscil-
lations in the photocurrent. It is found that the oscilla-
tion period in this spectrum is constant with respect to
the energy ∆ ~ 0.07 eV and is retained in the spectra
recorded for other Ba coverages. This effect was first
observed for the Cs/n-GaN(0001) system in our works
[7, 8]. The interference of light from the transparency
region that occurs in the plane-parallel plate of the GaN
sample should be primarily considered as the mecha-
nism of the occurrence of oscillations in the photoemis-
sion spectra. In this case, photoemission from the sub-
surface accumulation layer can be excited by light
quanta with an energy higher than the work function
hν ≥ ϕ. The excitation of AL electrons in the plane-par-
allel plate of the GaN sample with a surface AL can be
carried out by light that falls both on the vacuum side
and multiply on the side of the plane-parallel plate of
the GaN sample. Thus, we observe an unconventional
situation of the mutual effect of interference and photo-
emission. The modulation spectrum was extracted from
the experimental spectrum Is(hν) using a computer pro-
gram for Fabry–Perot interference (Fig. 2, curve 2).
The calculations were performed with regard to the
refractive index 2.32 in the optical excitation region of
GaN. Optimizing the calculation parameters shows that
the exact oscillation period ∆ = 0.69 eV corresponds to
a thickness of 3.83 µm for a plane-parallel plate. The

Fig. 3. Surface photoemission spectrum Ip/Is for a Ba cov-
erage of 0.5 ML.
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 81      No. 10      2005
calculated value coincides well with the data for the
size of the epitaxial layer for the GaN sample (~4 µm)
obtained in the course of growth.

During the formation of the metal–semiconductor
interface, the redistribution of the electron density in
the bond region is mainly due to the valence electrons
of the adatom and the surface states of the substrate.
Therefore, the main changes in the 2D electronic struc-
ture during the formation of the interface should be
expected at the Fermi level. We studied the surface pho-
toemission spectra Ip(hν)/Is(hν) for the Ba/n-
GaN(0001) interface. It was found that two filled sur-
face bands S1 and S2 form successively in the spectra
starting with a Ba coverage of ~0.3 ML. The surface
photoemission spectrum Ip/Is is presented in Fig. 3 for a
coverage of 0.5 ML. The formation of the surface bands
induced by Ba adsorption ends at 0.5–0.6 ML, and, fur-
ther, up to the Ba monolayer coverage, the electronic
spectrum of surface states remains virtually unchanged.
It is determined that the S1 and S2 bands are located
below the Fermi level by ~0.15 and ~0.30 eV, respec-
tively. There are no surface states in this energy range
at the pure GaN(0001) surface [4, 5]. It should also be
noted that induced surface states have not been
observed previously for various interfaces of the
metal/n-GaN and metal/p-GaN type [4–8].

The nature of the detected 2D electronic states is
evidently associated with the local interaction of Ba
adatoms and dangled bonds of surface Ga atoms.
Ba atoms have two valence electrons with a compli-
cated s–p–d structure of low-lying electronic states.
Experimental and theoretical studies performed for the

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the charge accumulation layer
and surface states S1 and S2 induced by Ba adsorption at a
coverage of 0.5 ML on the n-GaN(0001) surface.
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Ba/W(110) system showed that at least two surface
bands exist in the vicinity of EF [12]. Therefore, the
occurrence of several 2D bands in the process of Ba/n-
GaN interface formation can be explained by the partic-
ipation of various sp, ds, and dp hybridized states. The
existence of 2D states in the vicinity of EF points to the
formation of a strong covalent bond between adsorbed
Ba atoms and the GaN surface.

The electronic structure of the near-surface region
of the n-GaN(0001) substrate and the Ba/n-GaN(0001)
interface is schematically shown in Fig. 4, which sum-
marizes the results obtained in this work. The formation
of the charge accumulation layer in the conduction
band is due to the surface band bending induced by Ba
adsorption. The formation of the interface also initiates
the formation of 2D electronic bands directly at the sur-
face, namely, the induced S1 and S2 surface states.

We are grateful to V.S. Vikhnin and V.Yu. Davydov
for fruitful discussions and to S.N. Timoshnev for help
in the experimental work. This work was supported by
the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, project
no. 04-02-17621, and by the Presidium of the Russian
Academy of Sciences.
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The magnetotransport of a high-mobility 2D electron gas in single GaAs quantum wells with AlAs/GaAs super-
lattice barriers is studied at high filling factors. For the selectively doped structures under study in the temper-
ature range from 10 to 25 K, magnetoresistance oscillations periodic in the inverse magnetic field are observed
with their frequency being proportional to the Fermi wave vector of the 2D electron gas. The experimental
results are explained by the interaction of the 2D electron gas with leaky interface acoustic phonons. © 2005
Pleiades Publishing, Inc.

PACS numbers: 73.23.–b, 73.40.Gk
Magnetophonon resonance caused by the resonant
absorption and emission of optical phonons was pre-
dicted in [1]. By now, this phenomenon has been stud-
ied in sufficient detail in bulk semiconductors [2–4] and
in 2D electron systems formed on the basis of selec-
tively doped semiconductor structures [5–7]. The reso-
nant electron–phonon interaction (scattering) occurs in
a strong magnetic field when the following conditions
are satisfied: ωLO = jωc = jeB/m*, where ωLO is the fre-
quency of a longitudinal optical phonon, ωc is the
cyclotron frequency, and j is a positive integer number.
In magnetoresistance, the magnetophonon resonance
manifests itself as a series of oscillations exponentially
decreasing in amplitude [4]:

(1)

where γ is the damping factor. These oscillations, as the
Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations, are periodic in 1/B,
but their period, in contrast to the latter oscillations,
does not depend on the charge carrier concentration.

In selectively doped GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunctions
and in GaAs quantum wells, the magnetophonon reso-
nance caused by the interaction of the 2D electron gas
with longitudinal optical phonons is only observed at
relatively high temperatures T = 100–180 K [5]. This is
explained by the fact that the number of phonons
depends on temperature according to the exponential
law nph ~ exp(–"ωLO/kBT). Therefore, the magne-
tophonon resonance does not manifest itself at low tem-
peratures, when "ωLO @ kBT. However, because of the
inevitable decrease in the mobility of the 2D electron
gas with increasing temperature, the magnetophonon
resonance also does not occur at excessively high tem-
peratures, because it is necessary that the strong mag-
netic field condition ωcτtr > 1 be satisfied for the charge
carriers. These boundary conditions determine the tem-

∆Rxx/Rxx 2πωLO/ωc( ) γωLO/ωc–( ),expcos∼
0021-3640/05/8110- $26.00 0523
perature range within which the magnetophonon reso-
nance manifests itself.

Until recently, it was believed that the interaction of
a 2D electron gas with acoustic phonons cannot be res-
onant. However, this generally accepted point of view
was disproved in [8], which resulted in the experimen-
tal observation of a new class of magnetic-field oscilla-
tions arising in the magnetoresistance of a high-mobil-
ity 2D electron gas in GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunctions
under the effect of microwave radiation [9]. It was
found that, at large filling factors, i.e., when the ine-
quality EF/"ωc @ 1 (EF is the electron energy at the
Fermi level) is satisfied, the selection rules realized in
the system are such that they allow the manifestation of
the magnetophonon resonance due to the interaction of
the 2D electron gas with acoustic phonons.

The essence of these selection rules consists in that,
at high filling factors, the transition of an electron from
one Landau level to another should be accompanied by
a change in the electron momentum according to the
condition ∆kx ~ 2kF, where the x axis coincides with the
direction of the bias current and kF is the Fermi wave
vector. Such selection rules in the momentum space
correspond to the condition ∆Y ~ 2Rc in the real space,
where ∆Y is the displacement of the center of the orbit
and Rc is the cyclotron radius. Precisely this modulation
of scattering in the momentum space leads to the new
class of oscillations in the magnetoresistance of the 2D
electron gas in strong magnetic fields at high filling fac-
tors [8–10].

In this paper, we report on the study of the magne-
toresistance of a high-mobility 2D electron gas in GaAs
quantum wells with AlAs/GaAs superlattice barriers in
the temperature range from 4.2 to 25 K. We have found
that, in strong magnetic fields, as the temperature
© 2005 Pleiades Publishing, Inc.
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increases, the magnetoresistance of the selectively
doped structures under study exhibits oscillations peri-
odic in 1/B. The frequency of these oscillations proved
to be proportional to the Fermi wave vector, and their
amplitude reached its maximum value in the tempera-
ture range from 10 to 25 K.

The structures under study were selectively doped
single GaAs quantum wells with AlAs/GaAs superlat-
tice barriers [11, 12]. They were grown by molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) on (100)GaAs substrates. The
width of a GaAs quantum well was 13 nm. The source
of 2D electrons were δ-doped silicon layers formed in
the superlattice on both sides of the quantum well. The
MBE structures under study only differed in the silicon
concentration in the δ-doped layers. The mobility and
concentration of the 2D electron gas in the initial MBE
structures at liquid helium temperature were µ = (0.5–
1) × 106 cm2/V s and n = (0.9–1.4) × 1012 cm–2, respec-
tively. We studied the magnetoresistance for two groups
of samples that differed in mobility and in the concen-
tration of the 2D electron and were made on the basis

Fig. 1. (a) Experimental dependences Rxx(B) in the temper-
ature range from 4.2 to 25 K for a sample with n = 1.4 ×
1012 cm–2 and (b) dependences ∆Rxx(B) for temperatures of
4.2 and 25 K.
of two different MBE structures. Within each of the
groups, the behavior of the magnetoresistance was vir-
tually the same for different samples. The measure-
ments were performed in magnetic fields up to 2 T on
Hall bars with a width of 50 µm and a distance of
200 µm between the potential contact pads. The resis-
tance was measured with an ac current of 10–6 A in the
temperature range from 4.2 to 25 K.

Figure 1a shows the typical field dependences of the
magnetoresistance of 2D electron gas in the temperature
range from 4.2 to 25 K for the samples that were made
on the basis of the structure with the higher mobility.
The samples of this group also had a higher concentra-
tion of 2D electron gas, as compared to the other group.
One can see that, as the temperature increases, the
amplitude of the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations
decreases, the resistance at zero magnetic field
increases, and a fluctuating component appears on the
background of positive magnetoresistance. Figure 1b
shows the fluctuating components of magnetoresis-
tance of 2D electron gas at T = 4.2 and 25 K. The curves
∆Rxx(B) represent the difference between the experi-
mental dependences and the averaged components.

An analysis of the dependence ∆Rxx(B) (Fig. 1b)
obtained at T = 4.2 K showed that, in this case, the fluc-
tuating component only contained the Shubnikov–de
Haas oscillations. Within the experimental error, the
period of these oscillations in an inverse magnetic field
corresponded to the concentration of the 2D electron
gas that was determined from the dependences Rxy(B).
The analysis of the dependences Rxy(B) showed that,
within the experimental error, this concentration did not
depend on T in the whole temperature range under
study. At T = 25 K, the dependence ∆Rxx(B) no longer
exhibits oscillations with a period corresponding to the
Hall concentration of the 2D electron gas. At this tem-
perature, oscillations that, according to the analysis, are
also periodic in 1/B but with a greater period are
observed. As it was noted in [13], one of the possible
sources of these oscillations is the filling of the second
dimensional quantization level. However, a numerical
Fourier analysis of the dependences ∆Rxx(B) showed
that, at T = 4.2 K, only one periodic component mani-
fests itself and this component corresponds to the Hall
concentration of the 2D electron gas. This fact makes it
impossible to explain the presence of the component
periodic in 1/B at T = 25 K by the filling of the second
dimensional quantization level.

Figure 2a shows the typical dependences of the
magnetoresistance of the 2D electron gas in the temper-
ature range from 4.2 to 25 K for the samples made on
the basis of the MBE structure with the lower concen-
tration. The samples of this group were characterized
by a lower mobility, as compared to the samples from
the other group. For this series of samples, the behavior
of Rxx(B) with increasing temperature is similar to that
shown in Fig. 1a for the higher-mobility samples. Fig-
ure 2b represents the fluctuating components of the
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 81      No. 10      2005
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magnetoresistance of 2D electron gas for different tem-
peratures. For this series of samples, the analysis of the
periodic component of ∆Rxx(B) showed that its ampli-
tude is maximum at T ~ 20 K.

The facts that the oscillations observed at T > 4.2 K
are periodic in the inverse magnetic field and that their
amplitude depends on temperature suggest that these
oscillations are caused by the magnetophonon reso-
nance. However, an unusual feature of the magne-
tophonon resonance observed in the selectively doped
structures under study is the manifestation of this reso-
nance at temperatures much lower than 100 K [14].
This experimental fact rules out the interaction of the
2D electron gas with longitudinal optical phonons in
the GaAs and AlAs layers. Moreover, this behavior can-
not be explained by the convolution of the phonon spec-
trum in the superlattices lying on both sides of the
GaAs quantum well, because, in this case, only the
spectrum of the transverse phonons is transformed

Fig. 2. (a) Experimental dependences Rxx(B) in the temper-
ature range from 4.2 to 25 K for a sample with n = 1.0 ×
1012 cm–2 and (b) dependences ∆Rxx(B) for various temper-
atures. The curves for 20 and 25 K are shifted upwards
along the y axis for clarity.
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while these phonons cannot manifest themselves in the
interaction with the 2D electron gas.

Figure 3 displays the dependences of ∆Rxx/Rxx on
1/B. One can see that the period of the observed oscil-
lations depends on the concentration of the 2D electron
gas. This fact also points to a fundamental difference
between the magnetophonon resonance observed by us
and the one that was observed at higher temperatures in
a similar 2D electron system [14]. An analysis of the
dependence of the magnetoresistance oscillation fre-
quency on the concentration of the 2D electron gas at
temperatures of 10–20 K showed that the frequency is
proportional to kF. This result allows us to assume that,
as in [8–10], the oscillations observed by us in the mag-
netoresistance of 2D electron gas in GaAs quantum
wells with AlAs/GaAs superlattice barriers are caused
by the electron transitions from one Landau level to
another with a change of momentum by ∆kx ~ 2kF. In
this case, the magnetophonon resonance manifesting
itself in the GaAs wells with AlAs/GaAs superlattice
barriers in the temperature range from 10 to 25 K can
qualitatively be explained by the resonant absorption

Fig. 3. Plots of ∆Rxx/Rxx vs. 1/B at T = 20 K for n = (a) 1.4 ×
1012 and (b) 1.0 × 1012 cm–2. The thick lines represent the
experiment, and the thin lines, the calculation by Eq. (2).
The curves shown by the thin lines are shifted upwards
along the y axis for clarity. Numbers 1–3 indicate the num-
bers of the oscillation maxima.
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and emission of leaky interface acoustic phonons [15]
with a wave vector q ~ 2kF [8–10].

The conditions of absorption and emission of inter-
face acoustic waves are determined by the relation
2kFu = jωc, where u ≈ ω/q is the propagation velocity of
leaky interface acoustic waves. Knowing the period of
oscillations caused by the magnetophonon resonance in
GaAs wells with AlAs/GaAs superlattice barriers, we
estimated the quantity u, which proved to be ~5.9 km/s.
This value slightly differs from the velocity of leaky
interface acoustic waves along the GaAs/AlGaAs het-
erojunction [15]. In addition, unlike [8, 15], only one
interface mode manifests itself in our samples rather
than two modes; i.e., the magnetoresistance at T = 10–
25 K exhibits oscillations with only one frequency. We
explain this distinction by the difference between the
layered structure of GaAs quantum wells with
AlAs/GaAs superlattice barriers studied by us [11, 12]
and the layered structure of high-mobility
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures [8].

Using the relation kBTc = u"(2kF), we estimated the
characteristic temperature Tc at which the magne-
tophonon resonance due to the interface acoustic
phonons should manifest itself. For samples with the
higher mobility, this temperature was found to be about
27 K, and for samples with the lower mobility, about
22 K, which fully agrees with the temperature depen-
dence of the magnetoresistance oscillation amplitude
observed in the experiment. We also compared the
experimental dependences of ∆Rxx/Rxx on 1/B with the
curves calculated by the formula

(2)

where A is a dimensionless constant. Formula (2) was
obtained from formula (1) by replacing ωLO with 2kFu.
From Fig. 3, one can see that, for the magnetophonon
resonance caused by the interaction of the 2D electron
gas with leaky interface acoustic phonons, the ampli-
tude of magnetoresistance oscillations decreases
according to the law given by formula (1). Here, the
only fitting parameter was the constant A, which proved
to be equal to 0.05 for the samples with the lower con-
centration and to 0.1 for the samples with the higher
concentration. We explain this difference by the fact
that the samples with the lower concentration of the 2D
electron gas were characterized by the lower mobility,
which was lower by approximately a factor of two. The
parameter γ for the samples under study at T = 20 K
proved to be equal to unity.

∆Rxx/Rxx A 4πkFu/ωc( ) γ2kFu/ωc–( ),expcos=
Thus, we have studied the magnetotransport proper-
ties of a high-mobility 2D electron gas in single GaAs
quantum wells with AlAs/GaAs superlattice barriers at
high filling factors. For the selectively doped structures
under study, in the temperature range from 10 to 25 K,
we observed magnetoresistance oscillations periodic in
an inverse magnetic field with the oscillation frequency
proportional to the Fermi wave vector of the 2D elec-
tron gas. The experimental results obtained by us are
explained by the resonant interaction of the 2D electron
gas with leaky interface acoustic waves characterized
by the velocity u ~ 5.9 km/s and the wave vector q ~ 2kF.

We are grateful to A. Pogosov and A. Milekhin for
useful discussions. This work was supported by the
Russian Foundation for Basic Research, project no. 04-
02-16789, and INTAS, grant no. 03-51-6453.
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It has been shown that the strong coupling model taking into account a rise in the spin antiferromagnetic insu-
lating state explains the doping dependence of the topology and shape of the Fermi contour of superconducting
cuprates. Hole pockets with shadow bands in the second Brillouin zone form the Fermi contour with perfect
ordinary and mirror nesting, which ensures the coexistence of orbital antiferromagnetism and superconductiv-
ity with a large pair momentum for T < TC. The weak pseudogap region (T∗  < T < T*) corresponds to the orbital
antiferromagnetic ordering, which coexists with the incoherent state of superconducting pairs with large
momenta in the strong pseudogap region (TC < T < T∗ ). © 2005 Pleiades Publishing, Inc.

PACS numbers: 78.47.+p, 78.66.–w
1. Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES) indicates that there is the only electron-spec-
trum band in cuprates [1] to which the Fermi contour
belongs. The shape of the Fermi contour depends
strongly on the doping level [2, 3]. For relatively low
hole concentrations, the Fermi contour has the shape of
a closed square with smoothed corners that is centered
at the point (π, π) and whose sides are parallel to the
boundaries of the 2D crystallographic Brillouin zone.
As the doping level increases, the square is turned by an
angle of π/4 and its center is shifted to the point (0, 0),
which is accompanied by the transition from hole sin-
gle-particle excitations to electronic excitations.

Thus, the large Fermi contour appears, which corre-
sponds to Luttinger’s theorem and bounds the momen-
tum space region containing (1 + x) holes [4]. This
property contradicts the expectation that the doping of
the parent antiferromagnetic insulator must lead to the
Fermi contour in the form of hole pockets that are situ-
ated in the lower antiferromagnetic band and have cen-
ters at the boundary of the 2D magnetic Brillouin zone.

The large Fermi contour corresponds to the maxi-
mum spectral intensity of the ARPES signal. Lower
maxima of the intensity form the fine structure of the
Fermi contour (umklapp bands), which is associated
with the hopping processes due to the existence of the
superstructure in the cuprate plane of the Bi2212 com-
pound studied in [1].

More lower maxima form shadow bands observed
in [5]. The appearance of shadow bands due to short-
range antiferromagnetic correlations was predicted in
[6], and these bands exactly correspond to bands that
remain in the second magnetic zone after the reduction
0021-3640/05/8110- $26.00 0527
to the first magnetic Brillouin zone. The low spectral
intensity of shadow bands can be explained [1] by the
smallness of the matrix elements that determine this
intensity in the second magnetic zone. Shadow bands
are mirror reflections of sections of the main Fermi con-
tour (main bands) with respect to the boundary of the
magnetic Brillouin zone and, together with these sec-
tions, reproduce the structure of hole pockets.

In underdoped cuprates, a closed Fermi contour is
observed for T < T*, where T* determines the upper
boundary of the pseudogap regime. As the temperature
decreases, a break arises in the Fermi contour at T ≈ T*
near the antinodal points corresponding to the direc-
tions [0, π] so that the Fermi contour has the form of
arcs [7] symmetric with respect to the nodal directions
[π, π]. Beyond these arcs, the minimum energy of sin-
gle-particle excitations is nonzero, which is interpreted
as the appearance of the pseudogap. As the temperature
decreases, the pseudogap region increases, and point
loci corresponding to the pseudogap and superconduct-
ing gap coincide with each other at the temperature TC
of the superconducting transition.

Chakravarty et al. [8] assumed that the pseudogap
state corresponds to the orbital antiferromagnetic
ordering in the form of a charge current density wave
with d-wave symmetry (d-density wave). Since the
transition from the pseudogap state to the normal state
is apparently similar to a crossover rather than to a
phase transition, the orbital antiferromagnetic order
considered in [8] was called hidden, because it is diffi-
cult to observe it experimentally. The d-density wave
concept of ordering allows the interpretation of such a
transition as an infinite order phase transition [9] that is
© 2005 Pleiades Publishing, Inc.
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Fig. 1. Doping-induced evolution of (upper panels) electron and (lower panels) hole Fermi contours. Electron filling regions are
distinguished. The necessary comments are given in the text.
free of singularities of the thermodynamic quantities
that are inherent in a second order phase transition. A
natural consequence of this concept is the considerable
difference between the intensities of the spectral sec-
tions of the Fermi contour in the first and second mag-
netic Brillouin zones [10].

The aim of this work is to explain the behavior of the
Fermi contour in the hole-doped cuprates that is associ-
ated with the insulating instability of the system close
to the parent antiferromagnetic insulator.

2. The strong-coupling model taking into account
interaction in the second coordination sphere (t – t'
model) leads to the dispersion law

(1)

which well describes the observed shape of the Fermi
contour [11] for xopt with the appropriate choice of the
parameter t'/t.

The evolution of the Fermi contour with variation in
the hole doping level can be qualitatively described in
the t – t' model of a rigid band [12], whose minimum
and maximum under the condition t > 2t' are located at
the points (0, 0) and (π, π), respectively. The upper pan-
els of Fig. 1 (schemes 1–5) show the position of the
Fermi contour separating the regions of (distinguished
regions) occupied and unoccupied electronic states in
the 2D crystallographic Brillouin zone centered at the
point (0, 0) for various doping levels. Schemes 6–10 in
the lower panels of Fig. 1 repeat schemes 1–5 in the
Brillouin zone centered at the point (π, π). Schemes 1
and 6 correspond to the nearest-neighbor approxima-
tion (t' = 0) for half filling. In this case, the Fermi con-
tour has the shape of a square with the nesting vector
[π, π] and passes through the saddle points (±π, 0) and
(0, ±π) of the electron dispersion law. Thus, the Fermi
contour in schemes 1 and 6 is a separatrix separating
two families of closed isolines, one of which is centered

ε kx ky,( ) 2t kxcos kycos+( )– 4t' kx ky,coscos+=
at the minimum of the energy band and the second, at
its maximum.

For 0 < t' < 2t, the separatrix changes its shape, but
it passes through the same saddle points (as is shown in
all schemes except for 1 and 6) and thereby bounds the
momentum-space region smaller than the half-filling
region, which corresponds to the isoline for an energy
higher than the energy of a saddle point (schemes 2 and
7). Correspondingly, the Fermi contour is a closed line
bounding the region of unoccupied states with the cen-
ter at the point (π, π), which is the topological center of
the Fermi contour (scheme 7).

When doping is weak, the introduction of additional
holes shifts the Fermi contour to the separatrix
(schemes 3 and 8). In this case, the topological center
of the Fermi contour remains at the point (π, π). As the
doping level increases, the separatrix coincides with the
Fermi contour at a certain hole concentration x = xt

(schemes 4 and 9) and this concentration corresponds
to the displacement of the topological center of the
Fermi contour (for x > xt, the closed line in scheme 5
bounds the region of occupied electronic states) to the
point (0, 0). Such a displacement can be considered as
the electronic topological transition associated with the
van Hove singularity at a saddle point [13].

The doping-induced evolution of the Fermi contour
that is schematically shown in Fig. 1 corresponds to the
evolution observed in ARPES experiments in the LSCO
and BSCCO cuprate compounds. However, a number
of substantial features of the behavior of the Fermi con-
tour in the doping process, in particular, the structure of
hole pockets and the corresponding shadow bands, can-
not be explained in the rigid-band scheme, because a
rise in the antiferromagnetic insulating state is disre-
garded in this scheme.

3. The long-range spin (triplet) antiferromagnetic
order in cuprates in the form of the spin density wave
exists in a comparatively narrow range of doping levels
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 81      No. 10      2005
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near half filling (0 < x & 0.03), but fluctuation of the
spin density wave are observed up to the optimum dop-
ing level xopt. Translational symmetry is broken in this
case. Therefore, electronic states must be classified
within the 2D magnetic Brillouin zone at the boundary
of which the s-wave insulating gap ∆S arises (it is a
monotonic function of the doping level).

The band with the dispersion law ε(k) is split into
two subbands

(2)

where 2ε±(k, Q)= ε(k) ± ε(k + Q) and Q = (π, π). The
signs minus and plus correspond to lower ε1(k) and
upper ε2(k) subbands, respectively. Since ∆S = ∆S(x),
dispersion law (2) also depends on the doping level.

The area of the magnetic Brillouin zone corresponds
to half filling (x = 0). For weak doping, the hole filling
of the lower energy subband (unoccupied states in the
upper electron subband) exists in almost the entire first
magnetic zone [centered at the point (π, π), see Fig. 2a],
except for comparatively small vicinities of the points
of the type (π, 0) with the electron filling of the upper
electron subband; i.e., the total concentration of holes
in the first magnetic zone is approximately equal to 1.

In addition, the first magnetic Brillouin zone
includes hole pockets (distinguished in Fig. 2b) corre-
sponding to the filling of the upper hole energy subband
(unoccupied states in the lower electron subband).
Almost all the doping-introduced holes are located in
these pockets; i.e., the area of the pockets in the first
magnetic zone is approximately equal to x. These extra
(over the insulating gap) holes are main charge carriers
in underdoped cuprates, and only they are involved in
superconducting pairing and determine, in particular,
the superfluid density ns ~ x.

The area of hole pockets increases with the doping
level until the time when the topological center of the
Fermi contour at x = xt (schemes 4 and 9 in Fig. 1) is
displaced from (π, π) to (0, 0), which is accompanied
by the change in the charge sign of the charge carriers.
For x > xt, the electron concentration in the lower
energy subband is equal to 1 – x.

Superconductivity disappears at a certain doping
level near the point of the electronic topological transi-
tion xt. There are reasons [14] to think that the large
Fermi contour of strongly overdoped cuprates in the
superconducting state is simply connected and centered
at the point (π, π), i.e., corresponds to scheme 8 in
Fig. 1.

In the crystallographic Brillouin zone, the Fermi
contour (the line separating the regions of occupied and
unoccupied states in Fig. 2a) bounds, according to Lut-
tinger’s theorem, the momentum-space region whose
area corresponds to the total hole concentration 1 + x.
The reduction to the magnetic Brillouin zone is accom-
panied by the transformation of the Fermi contour arcs
(marked by digits in Fig. 2a) inside this region (thick

ε1 2, k( ) ε+ k Q,( ) ε–
2 k Q,( ) ∆S

2+ ,±=
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lines marked by the corresponding digits in Fig. 2b). In
the second magnetic Brillouin zone, the Fermi contour
arcs remain at the same places as in the crystallographic
Brillouin zone (marked by digits with primes in
Fig. 2b).

4. The insulating gap depending on the doping level
can be considered as a fitting parameter that is addi-
tional to t'/t and allows the reproduction of finer details
of the Fermi contour compared to the simple pattern
following from the t – t' model. The introduction of an
additional fitting parameter immediately in the strong
coupling model, i.e., the inclusion of interaction in the
third coordination sphere (the t – t' – t'' model [11]) can-
not lead to the appearance of shadow bands, because
this interaction is not associated with the breaking of
the translational symmetry and provides the description
of the observed change in the large Fermi contour only
with very nonrealistic values of the parameters t'/t and
t''/t. In contrast, dispersion law (2) is naturally defined
in the magnetic Brillouin zone, and the large Fermi
contour is obtained by its simple expansion in the crys-
tallographic Brillouin zone as is shown in Fig. 2.

Taking into account the value and the doping depen-
dence of the fitting parameter ∆S(x), one can verify that
dispersion law (2) is in complete agreement with the
observed doping-induced evolution of the Fermi con-
tour [2]. Figure 3 shows the distribution of isolines in
the lower subband ε1(k) for t'/t = 0.3 and weak doping
corresponding to ∆S(x) = 0.3. The isolines shown in
Fig. 3 are hole pockets centered at the points of the type
(π/2, π/2).

For weak doping x < xt, the sections of the large
Fermi contour that belong to the lower energy subband
are parts of hole pockets situated in the second mag-
netic Brillouin zone (see Fig. 3). These sections are
connected with each other by isolines belonging to the

Fig. 2. Reduction to the magnetic Brillouin zone centered at
the point (π, π) (hole representation). The doping level cor-
responds to scheme 8 in Fig. 1. Digits in panel (a) mark the
Fermi contour arcs shown in the scheme of extended bands.
Digits with prime in panel (b) mark the Fermi contour arcs
in the second magnetic Brillouin zone that correspond to
shadow bands. The hole-filling regions of the upper hole
energy band are distinguished within the first magnetic Bril-
louin zone. The dark regions near the points of the type
(π, 0) correspond to the electron filling of the lower hole
subband in the first magnetic zone.
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upper subband; i.e., the upper and lower subbands over-
lap and the Fermi contour for weak doping belongs to
both subbands. The closed large Fermi contour cen-
tered at the point (π, π) has the shape of a distorted
square with smoothed angles and sides parallel to the
boundaries of the crystallographic Brillouin zone.

The appearance of the insulating gap leads to the
splitting of the saddle point: the separatrix separating
the families of closed isolines is seen in Fig. 3. An
increase in the doping level reduces the insulating gap
and correspondingly changes the structure of isolines.

As the doping level increases, the areas of the hole
pockets proportional to x increase up to the time when
all electrons leave the upper electron subband and the
electronic topological transition occurs in the lower
subband with the displacement of the topological cen-
ter of the large Fermi contour from the point (π, π) to
the point (0, 0) as is shown in Fig. 4 for ∆S(x) = 0.001.
The large Fermi contour bounding the electron filling
region with the area 1 – x has the shape of a distorted
square with smoothed corners and sides parallel to the
diagonal of the crystallographic Brillouin zone. The
saddle point remains unsplit and is located at the points
of the type (π, 0), as in the t – t' model of the hard zone.

We emphasize that the Fermi contour features under
consideration that are associated with the appearance of
the spin density wave are manifested for underdoped
cuprates at temperatures T > T*. In the pseudogap state,
i.e., in the range TC < T < T*, the appearance of the
d-density wave associated with the orbital antiferro-
magnetic order gives rise to the appearance of the insu-
lating gap (which appears as a pseudogap) on the Fermi

Fig. 3. Isoline distribution in the lower subband. The filling
factors are shown near the isolines. The first magnetic Bril-
louin zone is distinguished. Weak doping corresponds to the
Fermi contour in the form of hole pockets whose centers are
shown.
contour in the form of hole pockets. This appearance is
responsible for the Fermi contour arcs observed in
ARPES near the nodal points. Further doping (beyond
the superconducting phase region) leads to the dis-
placement of the topological center of the Fermi con-
tour to the point (0, 0).

5. The filling of the energy subbands is determined
by the coherence factors uk and vk in the Bogoliubov
transformation, which diagonalizes the Hamiltonian
describing the electron–hole pairing, as a result of
which the spin density wave arises. The filling probabil-

ity is characterized by the coefficient , which is on
the order of unity within the first magnetic zone. For
this reason, the spectral intensity of the ARPES signal
is high for hole pocket arcs belonging to the first mag-
netic zone (outer arcs in the crystallographic Brillouin
zone, see Fig. 2a). The transition to the second mag-
netic Brillouin zone corresponds to the change k 
k + Q. Since vk + Q = uk, the ARPES response from the
second magnetic zone is significantly weakened (as in
the appearance of the d-density wave [10]); i.e., the
Fermi contour arcs in this zone correspond to very low
spectral intensity. For this reason, these arcs can be
identified with shadow energy bands.

The insulating s-wave gap associated with the
reduction of the translational symmetry of the cuprate
plane when the spin density wave arises is formed at the
boundary of the magnetic Brillouin zone. This gap can-
not be identified with the pseudogap that arises on the
Fermi contour [7] and has the d-wave symmetry.
Hence, the appearance of the pseudogap state can be
attributed to the orbital antiferromagnetic ordering

v k
2

Fig. 4. Isoline distribution in the lower subband for strong
doping. The first magnetic Brillouin zone is distinguished.
The Fermi contour is centered at the point (0, 0) and corre-
sponds to the filling factor &0.7.
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 81      No. 10      2005
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leading to the d-density wave. The perfect nesting of
the Fermi contour in the form of hole pockets with the
nesting vector Q = (π, π), which connects different
pockets as is seen in Fig. 3, must lead to the appearance
of the d-density wave order, which can coexist with the
spin density wave order in the region of weak doping
(x & xopt).

The spectral intensities of the ARPES signal that
correspond to the spin density wave and d-density wave
are determined by their coherence factors depending on
the doping level. The redistribution of the intensities
between two channels of dielectric pairing with an
increase in the doping level [15] is likely manifested in
a decrease in the ARPES signal associated with the spin
density wave state with the simultaneous enhancement
of the signal, which can be associated with the d-den-
sity wave state.

The long-range spin antiferromagnetic order in the
doping region corresponding to the superconducting
state is evidently absent, and the degree of the short-
range order decreases as x increases. However, the effi-
cient susceptibility to the orbital antiferromagnetic
order, as well as the susceptibility to the appearance of
the superconducting order with the same total pair
momentum Q, has a maximum at Q = (π, π). This cir-
cumstance enables one to introduce the mean value of
the insulating gap associated with the appearance of the
d-density wave.

Owing to the formation of the d-density wave
energy gap, the chemical potential lies within this gap,
and the system in the pseudogap state behaves as an
insulator.

6. The Fermi contour in the form of hole pockets
exhibits the perfect mirror nesting feature [16], which
is a favorable condition for superconducting pairing
with a large total momentum coinciding in this case
with Q = (π, π). The feature of this pairing in this case
is that the momenta of particles forming a pair belong
to different Brillouin zones; i.e., one of them refers to
the main Fermi contour branch and the second, to the
shadow Fermi contour branch. These different Bril-
louin zones correspond to different coherence factors
arising in superconducting pairing. As the doping level
increases, the area of pockets increases; i.e., the region
of the kinematic constraint for superconducting pairing
expands. At the same time, the intensity of such pairing
that is proportional to the spectral density in the shadow
branch decreases. For this reason, TC as a function of
the doping level must have a maximum.

Pairing with a large momentum of a pair for repul-
sive pairing interaction leads to the complex two-com-
ponent order parameter [17] whose absolute value is
determined by the binding energy of the pair and the
relative phase is naturally related [18] to the orbital
antiferromagnetic current d-density wave state in the
cuprate plane [19]. The order parameter appearing after
superconducting pairing for repulsive interaction as a
function of the momentum of the relative motion of the
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 81      No. 10      2005
pair in the kinematic-constraint region has a line of
zeros that intersects the Fermi contour [20] and can cor-
responds to either extended s-wave (s + g) symmetry or
d-wave symmetry [21, 22]. The orbital antiferromag-
netic order parameter associated with the appearance of
the d-density wave has d-wave symmetry and vanishes
at four intersection points of the main branches of the
Fermi contour with the diagonals of the crystallo-
graphic Brillouin zone. The phase of the superconduct-
ing order parameter that corresponds to the coexistence
of superconductivity and orbital antiferromagnetism is
equal to π at these points [18]. Thus, the existence of
zeros of the two-component superconducting order
parameter at different points of the Fermi contour for
charge (absolute value) and current (phase) degrees of
freedom ensures the stability of the superconducting
state with respect to electron scattering on nonmagnetic
impurities.

As the doping level increases, the amplitude of the
orbital antiferromagnetic order parameter decreases.
Correspondingly, the deviation of the relative phase of
the superconducting order parameter from π also
decreases. The superconducting region on the tempera-
ture–doping phase diagram is divided into two phases
[18]. In one of these phases, the superconducting and
orbital antiferromagnetic ordered states coexist, and, in
the other phase corresponding to the higher doping
level, the orbital antiferromagnetic order is absent (the
relative phase of the superconducting order parameter
is equal to π). The superconducting order parameter has
zeros on the Fermi contour and is sensitive to electron
scattering on impurities. This sensitivity may become
one of the causes of the suppression of superconductiv-
ity with an increase in the doping level.

In underdoped cuprates, an increase in temperature
destroys phase coherence at T = TC; i.e., the mean value
of the common phase of the complex two-component
order parameter vanishes. The absolute values of the
components of the order parameter and its relative
phase (whose deviation from π corresponds to the man-
ifestation of the current degree of freedom as the orbital
antiferromagnetic ordering [18]) are also nonzero in a
certain range TC < T < T* above TC. Thus, the long-
range orbital antiferromagnetic order, which coexists
with superconductivity for T < TC, continues to exist for
TC < T < T* and can be attributed to the pseudogap state
[8], which corresponds to the charge current density
wave (d-density wave) responsible for the insulating
gap arising on the Fermi contour.

In the temperature range TC < T < T∗  < T*, devel-
oped fluctuations exist in the superconducting order
parameter, which are associated with the creation of
incoherent superconducting pairs with large momenta.
These fluctuations give rise to the effective increase in
the energy gap in the spectrum of single-particle exci-
tations, which can be interpreted as a strong pseudogap
in the range TC < T < T∗ . Fluctuations in the supercon-
ducting order parameter are suppressed in the range
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T∗  < T < T*, and this range characterized by the insu-
lating orbital antiferromagnetic gap can be referred to
the weak pseudogap.

This work was supported in part by the Russian
Foundation for Basic Research.
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The mechanisms of formation of a metastable defect isomer of fullerene C60 due to the Stone–Wales transfor-
mation are theoretically studied. It is demonstrated that the paths of the “dynamic” Stone–Wales transformation
at a high (sufficient for overcoming potential barriers) temperature can differ from the two “adiabatic” transfor-
mation paths discussed in the literature. This behavior is due to the presence of a great near-flat segment of the
potential-energy surface in the neighborhood of metastable states. Moreover, the sequence of rupture and for-
mation of interatomic bonds is other than that in the case of the adiabatic transformation. © 2005 Pleiades Pub-
lishing, Inc.

PACS numbers: 36.40.Cg, 61.48.+c, 71.15.Pd
Various models of fullerene growth have been pro-
posed [1]. Because a sphere-shaped cluster of C60 is
formed at a high temperature under actual operating
conditions, its structure can be significantly different
from the structure of ideal buckminsterfullerene with Ih

icosahedral symmetry. On the “surface” of buckmin-
sterfullerene, carbon atoms are arranged at the vertexes
of 20 hexagons and 12 pentagons, which are isolated
from each other. Therefore, regardless of the mecha-
nism of formation of such a spheroidal cluster from
graphite fragments and/or carbon dimers, the question
arises of the paths of its evolution into an equilibrium
configuration of buckminsterfullerene, that is, the ques-
tion of the mechanisms of defect annealing that reduces
the potential energy Epot of the cluster.

Defect annealing occurs by local rearrangements of
C–C bonds and is the reverse process of defect forma-
tion. The so-called Stone–Wales transformation [2],
which consists in the rearrangement of two C–C bonds
in buckminsterfullerene (see Fig. 1), results in a defect
isomer closest to buckminsterfullerene in terms of
energy. This metastable isomer exhibits C2v symmetry
and contains two pairs of pentagons with common
sides. Among a great number of other isomers, this iso-
mer stands out as the last segment (before buckminster-
fullerene) in the chain of sequentially decreasing ener-
gies of a C60 cluster on defect annealing [3].

In this context, attention was focused on studying
changes in the mutual arrangement of atoms in the
Stone–Wales transformation and on determining the
height U of the minimum energy barrier to this transfor-
mation [4–10]. In this case, two different transforma-
tion paths were considered: (I) the rotation of a C–C
bond shared by two hexagons through 90° so that all of
the atoms remained on the cluster “surface” and (II) the
rupture of a C–C bond shared by pentagons and hexa-
0021-3640/05/8110- $26.00 0533
gons; thereafter, one of the atoms initially rose above
the cluster “surface” and then relaxed to form new
bonds. In accordance with the calculations of Epot as a
function of atomic coordinates {Ri} performed using
the density functional theory [5–10], the barrier height
for path I was UI = 6–8 eV, whereas UII = 6.64–7.6 eV
for path II. A considerable scatter in the values of UI
and UII does not allow one to determine unambiguously
which of the two paths exhibits a lower barrier and,
consequently, by which mechanism the Stone–Wales
transformation occurs. Even with the use of the same
exchange-correlation functional and equal basis-func-
tion sets (or equal cutoff energies in a plane-wave basis)
for calculating UI and UII, different results were
obtained: UI = UII = 7.27 eV [10], UI = 6.30 eV < UII =
6.64 eV [9], and UI = 8.1 eV > UII = 7.6 eV [6, 7].

Note that the determination of the height of a barrier
and the type of a transition state based on the shape
analysis of a potential-energy surface implies an adia-
batic transition of the cluster from one state to another.
That is, in such a transition, one or more properly cho-

Fig. 1. Formation of two pairs of pentagons with common
sides on the rearrangement of two C–C bonds in fullerene
C60 (Stone–Wales transformation). For clarity, atoms in the
background are not shown.
© 2005 Pleiades Publishing, Inc.
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sen interatomic distances change in accordance with a
certain law with a small step along the reaction coordi-
nate, whereas relaxation to a minimum (with consider-
ation for imposed restrictions) total energy is per-
formed at each step in all of the other degrees of free-
dom. Physically, an adiabatic transition corresponds to
a forced deformation of the cluster at T = 0, and it must

Fig. 2. Potential energy Epot of the C60 cluster vs. the reac-
tion coordinate X in the neighborhoods of (1) equilibrium
and (2) metastable atomic configurations in the Stone–
Wales transformation (Fig. 1). The energy of 60 isolated
carbon atoms was taken as zero energy. The solid and
dashed lines indicate paths I and II, respectively (see the
text); points 3 are Epot(X) maximum points [saddle points

for Epot({Ri})]; and 4 is a d2Epot/dX2 minimum point for
path II. The path length along a trajectory that passes
through the corresponding saddle point in (3n – 6)-dimen-
sional space and joins buckminsterfullerene with the meta-
stable isomer was chosen as the reaction coordinate. X = 0
at saddle points.

Fig. 3. Atomic configurations of transition states 3 in Fig. 2
in the Stone–Wales transformation via (a) path I (symmetric
transition state) and (b) path II (asymmetric transition
state). Atoms in the background and C–C bonds more than
2 Å in length are not shown.
not occur identically to transitions at a finite (especially,
high) temperature. In this work, we studied Stone–
Wales transformation paths both in an adiabatic transi-
tion and at a high temperature (sufficient for overcom-
ing a potential barrier) using a molecular dynamic sim-
ulation of the “life” of buckminsterfullerene. A com-
parison between the results allowed us, on the one
hand, to find common features in the low-temperature
and high-temperature buckminsterfullerene  meta-
stable isomer transitions and, on the other hand, to
reveal considerable differences between them.

We used a tight binding potential for the calcula-
tions. This potential incorporates the contribution of all
the valence electrons (four electrons from each atom) to
the total energy in an explicit form, and it is actually an
n-body potential, where n is the number of atoms in the
cluster. Because of this, this potential surpasses simple
but less reliable empirical potentials. Although this
method is not as strict as ab initio approaches, it is
highly competitive with them in the accuracy of the
description of carbon systems [11]. Moreover, this
method considerably facilitates the simulation of
dynamic processes because it is not resource-intensive.
Previously, we used this method for an analysis of the
thermal stability of metastable C8 and C20 clusters [12–
14]. For buckminsterfullerene, it gave the binding
energy Eb = 60E(C1) – E(C60) = 6.86 eV/atom and the
bond lengths l = 1.396 and 1.458 Å, which are consis-
tent with the experimental values of Eb = 6.97–
7.01 eV/atom [15] and l = 1.402 and 1.462 Å [16]. The
HOMO–LUMO gap ∆ = 1.62 eV is also consistent with
the experimental value of ∆ = 1.6–1.8 eV [17].

Initially, we studied the mechanisms of the buck-
minsterfullerene  metastable isomer isomerization
by adiabatic transitions. For this purpose, we calculated
the “potential relief” Epot({Ri}) of the C60 cluster in the
vicinity of an equilibrium atomic configuration (buck-
minsterfullerene) and the atomic configuration closest
in energy (metastable isomer) for the above two Stone–
Wales transformation paths. Figure 2 shows the results
of this calculation. The energy of the metastable isomer
is higher than the energy of buckminsterfullerene by
∆E = 1.42 eV, which is consistent with the value of
∆E = 1.4–1.7 eV obtained by the density functional
method [5–10]. In both path I and path II, the depen-
dence of Epot on reaction coordinate X exhibits the only
stationary point (a maximum), which is a saddle point
for the Epot({Ri}) surface and determines the barrier
height. According to our calculations, the value of UI =
6.46 eV is somewhat lower than UII = 6.58 eV.

Figure 3a shows the atomic configuration of the
transition state for path I. It is “symmetric” in accor-
dance with available published data [6–10]. On the con-
trary, the transition state for path II is asymmetric
(Fig. 3b). One of the atoms is arranged over the cluster
surface, and it forms two bonds (sp hybridization). In
this case, another (“surface”) atom has four neighbors
(sp3 hybridization). This transition state has been
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 81      No. 10      2005
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reported previously [4, 6, 7, 9, 10]. Note that path II
exhibits an almost horizontal segment near a maximum
in the Epot(X) curve. The atomic configuration that cor-
responds to the value of X at which the second deriva-
tive d2Epot(X)/dX2 exhibits a minimum (Fig. 2, point 4)
is visually similar to the transition state (Fig. 3b).
Murry et al. [6, 7] stated that this configuration corre-
sponds to a local minimum of Epot (that is, actually, to
another metastable state). In recent publications [9, 10],
no additional minimum of Epot was reported.

Nevertheless, we found that both of the above
Stone–Wales transformation paths are characterized by
barriers with approximately equal heights: UI = 6.46 eV
and UII = 6.58 eV. These data are consistent with first-
principle calculations [5–10], which gave similar val-
ues of UI and UII in a range of 7 ± 1 eV. One might
expect that the Stone–Wales transformation under con-
ditions of a real experiment (that is, due to thermally
activated processes) occurs via both of these paths with
approximately equal probabilities. To test this hypothe-
sis, we numerically simulated the dynamics of buck-
minsterfullerene at T = 4000–5000 K and a fixed total
energy of the cluster, E = Ekin + Epot = const. The cluster
temperature was found from the equation [18]

kBT(3n – 6) = Ekin, where n = 60, and Ekin is the

kinetic energy in the system of the center of gravity
averaged over 103 steps of molecular dynamics (the sin-
gle-step time t0 = 2.72 × 10–16 s was about 0.01 of the
period of the highest frequency mode of cluster vibra-
tions). On this formulation of the problem, the temper-
ature T is a measure of energy of relative atomic motion
[18]. In this case, the value of Ekin = 30–40 eV is suffi-
cient for overcoming the potential barriers UI, II ≈
6.5 eV (although Ekin @ UI, II, buckminsterfullerene
isomerization processes at T ≈ 4500 K occur rarely,
approximately once per 106t0).

We analyzed in detail 45 buckminsterfullerene 
metastable isomer transitions and vice versa. We found
that the Stone–Wales transformation occurred via path I
(or by a visually very similar mechanism) in the major-
ity of cases (37) (see Fig. 4); it occurred via path II only
in three instances (see Fig. 5). Thus, although both of
the paths are almost equally favorable in terms of
energy (see Fig. 2), path I is much more preferable from
a dynamic standpoint. We believe that this is due to the
dramatic difference between the frequency factors AI
and AII in the Arrhenius temperature dependence of the
rates of transition kI, II = AI, IIexp(–UI, II/kBT). Conse-
quently, in the consideration of Stone–Wales transfor-
mation mechanisms, it is likely that attention should be
focused on an analysis of the frequency factors of tran-
sitions via these two paths rather than on a further
increase in the accuracy of the calculation of the barrier
heights UI, II (and on determining which of these barri-
ers is lower even by fractions of eV).

1
2
---
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In addition to the transformation of buckminster-
fullerene via paths I and II, we also observed transitions
accompanied by the formation of either a large “win-
dow” or three adjacent windows and the appearance of
a “branch” of three atoms, which was perpendicular to
the cluster surface. All of these intermediate configura-
tions correspond to potential-energy surface segments
above the saddle points of transitions via paths I and II,
that is, to other transformation paths with higher barri-
ers. At T = 5000–5500 K, the relative number of these
transitions increases dramatically. They can occasion-
ally result in the formation of isomers with higher ener-
gies (for example, fullerenes with three or more pairs of
adjacent pentagons or nonclassical fullerenes with tet-
ragons and heptagons).

Note that, in the dynamic transformation of buck-
minsterfullerene via path I, as a rule, one or two atoms
in the C–C bond that rotated through 90° (Figs. 1 and
3a) rose above the cluster surface through different

Fig. 4. Snapshots of the C60 cluster in the course of the
dynamic Stone–Wales transformation via path I. Initial tem-
perature Tini = 4465 ± 5 K. The first configuration corre-
sponds to the time t' = 0.245 ns, and the subsequent config-
urations correspond to the times t' + ∆t, where ∆t = 5.4,
17.7, 69.9, 73.4, and 85.7 fs, respectively. Atoms in the
background and C–C bonds more than 2 Å in length are not
shown.
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heights every time as in the transformation via path II
(but, unlike path II, without the formation of an sp3 con-
figuration). This suggests that there are a great number
of configurations with energies close to the saddle-
point energies of paths I and II. That is, in other words,
a segment in the potential-energy surface between two
saddle points is almost planar. To test this hypothesis,
we calculated Epot as a function of two reaction coordi-
nates H and θ and found that, indeed, the Epot(H, θ)
function exhibits a very great radius of curvature along
the coordinate H (Fig. 6). Note that a second-order sta-
tionary point (characterized by two imaginary frequen-
cies) occurred between the saddle points of paths I and
II. The energy of this stationary point is 0.56 eV higher
than the energy of the saddle point of path II. This sta-
tionary point corresponds to a configuration in which
one of the atoms of the rotated C–C bond rose over the
cluster surface (however, to a lesser degree than in the
transformation via path II).

In conclusion, let us consider the nature of the rup-
ture and formation of interatomic bonds in the dynamic
Stone–Wales transformation. Figure 4 shows a
sequence of snapshots of the cluster in the course of the

Fig. 5. Same as in Fig. 4, but for the transformation via
path II. Tini = 4680 ± 5 K; t' = 0.471 ns; ∆t = 27, 54, 136,
299, and 354 fs, respectively.
transformation via path I. It can be seen that the trans-
formation began with the rupture of a single bond rather
than the concerted rupture of two bonds shared by pen-
tagons and hexagons, as in an adiabatic case [10]. Phys-
ically, this is easy to understand: a distortion of the ideal
buckminsterfullerene structure due to the thermal
vibrations of constituent atoms caused a symmetry
breakdown in the arrangement of these two bonds.
Because of this, one of these bonds became weaker
than the other, and it was ruptured initially. Subse-
quently, the second bond was ruptured. Thereafter, a
configuration similar to the transition state in an adia-
batic case was formed (Fig. 3a). At the next step, new
bonds were formed (consecutively rather than simulta-
neously) to complete the transformation. Note that the
overall process occurred very rapidly and took only ∆tI

≈ 86 fs. The transformation via path II began with the
rupture of either a bond shared by pentagons and hexa-
gons or a bond shared by two hexagons. For the latter
case, Fig. 5 shows a sequence of snapshots of the C60

cluster. The configuration corresponding to the transi-
tion state (Fig. 3b) can be clearly seen in Fig. 5. The
transformation time ∆tII ≈ 354 fs is much longer than

Fig. 6. Potential energy Epot of the C60 cluster vs. two reac-
tion coordinates H and θ in the neighborhoods of (1) equi-
librium and (2) metastable atomic configurations. The
energy of 60 isolated carbon atoms was taken as zero
energy. The solid and dashed lines indicate paths I and II,
respectively; (3) indicates corresponding saddle points; and
S is a second-order stationary point (see the text). The reac-
tion coordinates were chosen as follows: H is the height
through which an atom of the rotated C–C bond raised over
the cluster surface normalized to a maximum height
through which this atom rose in its motion along path II
(H = 0 for path I; a maximum value of H = 1 was at the sad-
dle point of path II) and θ is the angle of rotation of the C–
C bond normalized to 90° (θ = 0 for buckminsterfullerene,
θ = 1 for the metastable isomer, and θ ≈ 0.5 for the saddle
points and the second-order stationary point S).
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 81      No. 10      2005
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the value of ∆tI; this is consistent with the greater
“length” of path II (see Fig. 6).

This work was supported by the U.S. Civilian
Research and Development Foundation (award
“Research and Education Center for Basic Investiga-
tion of Matter Under Extreme Conditions”).
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A phase-sensitive terahertz heterodyne mixer of a new type based on a cold-electron bolometer is proposed. In
this mixer, a normal-metal thin-film absorber is connected to a planar antenna via superconductor–insulator–
normal metal (SIN) tunnel junctions, thus forming a SINIS structure. The SINIS mixer combines the advan-
tages of a hot-electron bolometer (HEB), such as a high signal frequency at a small local oscillator power, with
the advantages of an SIS mixer, including low noise level, a high intermediate frequency, and wide working
temperature range (up to a critical temperature of the superconductor). In contrast to the HEB and SIS mixers,
the proposed device is less sensitive to external magnetic noise and exhibits no additional noise related to the
superconducting transition and the Josephson effect. © 2005 Pleiades Publishing, Inc.

PACS numbers: 74.50.+r, 85.25.Pb
Introduction. At present, high-sensitivity super-
conductor mixers for the terahertz frequency range are
of two main types, which are based on a superconduc-
tor–insulator–superconductor (SIS) structure and a hot-
electron bolometer (HEB). The SIS mixer allows a
noise temperature lower than 100 K (which is equiva-

lent to several quantum noise limits  = hf/k) to be
reached at frequencies below 1 THz [1]. However,
above 700 GHz (which corresponds to the energy gap
for niobium) or twice as high a frequency (for niobium
nitride), the noise temperature of SIS mixers increases
sharply. In HEB mixers [2], the noise temperatures at
frequencies above 1 THz are on the order of 1000 K and
can be approximately evaluated as Tn = 10hf/k [3]. The
principle of the HEB mixer operation is substantially
different from that of traditional modulation type mix-
ers (such as the SIS mixer), in which the conductivity
of a nonlinear element is modulated at a local oscillator
(LO) frequency. The conductivity of an HEB mixer
cannot be modulated at such a high LO frequency
because this structure is too inertial and cannot follow
a terahertz heterodyne frequency. Instead, this slow
mixer detects an average interference signal, this
resembling the situation in a Fourier spectrometer,
where an acoustooptical detector or some other slow
detector measures an interference signal at the output of
a Michelson interferometer. Both SIS and HEB type
mixers have their own advantages and drawbacks with
respect to the frequency range, sensitivity to thermal
and magnetic fluctuations, excess noise, and losses.

Recently, a cold-electron bolometer (CEB) was pro-
posed [4] and successfully implemented as the incoher-
ent detector with a noise-equivalent power (NEP) of

Tn
q
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10–18 W/Hz1/2. This device offers a number of advan-
tages, the most important being the possibility of elec-
tron cooling, which provides an increase in the
response signal and a decrease in the noise level. This
possibility opens the way to the creation of low-noise
detectors of both incoherent and phase-sensitive types.
Such a CEB mixer design combines the elements of SIS
and HEB structures, comprising a thin-film absorber
connected to a planar antenna via superconductor–insu-
lator–normal metal (SIN) tunneling junctions. In con-
trast to an incoherent CEB operating at millikelvin tem-
peratures, CEB mixers operate in the region of conven-
tional helium temperatures. This circumstance
increases the response frequency from 10–100 MHz up
to 1–10 GHz, which corresponds to the standard het-
erodyne frequencies.

Bolometric mixer operation principle. A power
mixer can be considered as the combination of a power
detector and an interferometer, in which the interfer-
ence of the detected and heterodyne signals leads to the
appearance of an interference component of the
detected power. In the typical case, whereby the LO
power is much higher than that of the signal to be
detected, we can describe the output signal as

Let us consider the second term in the case when the
two amplitudes are equal:

(1)
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This interference signal, representing a combination of
two waves, heats the absorber. The total power
absorbed in the bolometer at an arbitrary ratio of the
component powers is

.

Averaging at the signal frequency yields

(2)

In the case of equal signal and LO powers, this expres-
sion simplifies to

(3)

This formula shows that the absorbed power varies
from zero to a certain maximum and the average power
is the sum of two equal initial components: P = α2/2R +
α2/2R = α2/R.

If the LO power is greater than the signal power, the
interference term is automatically formed with only a
fraction of the former power corresponding to equal
amplitudes. This implies that the LO power can be as
small as the signal power. In order to provide for a suf-
ficiently large dynamical range, the LO power should
be increased to a level corresponding to the maximum
expected signal.

CEB as a mixer. In the case of operation at mil-
likelvin temperatures, the CEB response is rather slow
(not exceeding several megahertz), since the electron–
phonon interaction sharply drops with decreasing tem-
perature. As the phonon temperature grows to a helium
level, the interaction increases and its power can be
expressed as

(4)

where Σ is the material constant, v  is the volume, Tph is
the phonon temperature, and Te is the electron temper-
ature. The effective thermal relaxation time constant in
the absence of an electrothermal feedback (electron
cooling) can be evaluated using the simple relations
τ0 = Cv/Gep, τ = τ0/(L + 1), where Cv = vγTe is the

absorber heat capacity, Gep = 5Σ  is the electron–
phonon thermal conductivity, and L = Gcool/Gep is the
electrothermal feedback gain. Numerical estimates of
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the thermal time constant yield 10 µs at 100 mK and
150 ps at 4.2 K. The electron cooling reduces this value
by a factor of 10–100, depending on the cooling effi-
ciency. As a result, the intermediate frequency cutoff
may reach 10 GHz, which corresponds to the working
range of intermediate frequency amplifiers used in
coherent receivers for radio astronomy, where the noise
temperature does not exceed 10 K.

The power conversion factor can be evaluated pro-
ceeding from the basic relations for the electron cool-
ing: if the input heating signal power Psig is fully com-
pensated by electron cooling, the electron temperature
remains constant. Since the energy removed per elec-
tron of the cooling current is kT, we have Pcool = Psig =
kT∆I/e or I = ePsig/kT. The power dissipated in the inter-
mediate frequency load can be estimated as resulting
from simple Joule heating by the intermediate-fre-
quency current at a bias voltage close to the gap volt-
age. For two SIN junctions connected in series, this
yields PIF = 2V∆∆I = 2eV∆Psig/(kT). Then, the power
gain is

(5)

This value differs from a minimum of 3 dB for the
losses of any classical mixer. Then, the possible power
gain for a niobium bolometer at helium temperatures
can be estimated at Gmix = 9. Thus, we have a significant
gain rather than a loss.

The noise characteristics can be evaluated to the first
approximation proceeding from a shot noise of the SIN
junction at the mixer output. We take the input noise to
be zero (for the input signal, the mixer is simply a
matched resistive load equal to the resistance of the
metallic thin-film absorber). The current noise at the

output,  = 2eI∆f, can be converted into power as Pn ≈
2eIR∆f ≈ 2eV∆∆f = kTn∆f. This yields the output noise

temperature  = eV2∆/k, which is about 30 K for nio-
bium. Taking into account the above power gain of G =
eV2∆/kT, we obtain a very optimistic estimate for the
noise temperature converted to input: Tn = T.

Another important advantage of the CEB mixer is
that matching of the input signal power is achieved
much simpler than that in SIS mixers. Indeed, in our
case, there is no need to compensate for the intrinsic
capacitance of the tunnel junctions because the imped-
ance due to this capacitance is much lower than the real
impedance (resistance) of the metal absorber, which
can be readily made equal to the real impedance of the
complementary planar antenna on a dielectric substrate
(amounting approximately to 70 Ω). Thus, the exact
impedance matching is provided in a broad frequency
range. The matching at an intermediate frequency is
much like that in SIS structures and has been well
developed for SIS mixers.

In order to evaluate the resistances and capacitances
of niobium SINIS mixers, we can use the standard char-

G PIF/Psig 2eV∆/kT eV2∆/kT .= = =
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acteristics of SIS junctions with aluminum oxide barri-
ers [5]. These structures are characterized by the prod-
uct RnA (Rn is the normal resistance and A is the area of
the junction) within 25–30 Ω µm2, which corresponds
to a current density of 7–8 kA/cm2 and a specific capac-
itance of 70 fF/µm2. Thus, for a junction area of 1 µm2,
the resistance can be about 30 Ω and the capacitance,
about 70 fF. At an intermediate frequency of 4.5 GHz,
the capacitive impedance amounts to about 500 Ω and
the normal resistance, to 30 Ω . The absorber resistance
to be matched with a planar antenna at a given signal
frequency is about 70 Ω . As a result, the matching at the
intermediate frequency has to be provided between a
130-Ω impedance of the SINIS structure and a 50-Ω
impedance of the standard cooled intermediate fre-
quency amplifier, which is readily achieved using a
quarter-wave coplanar matching transformer with a

Fig. 1. General view of the SINIS bolometer integrated with
a log-periodic planar antenna (bright field corresponds to
metallization layers).

Fig. 2. Central part of a planar antenna with the SINIS
bolometer.
characteristic impedance of 80 Ω . By implementing the
tunnel junction technology [6] and using an AlN barrier
with RnA = 1 Ω µm2, one can completely eliminate the
problem of matching at the intermediate frequency.
Indeed, a contribution due to the serial resistance of the
tunnel junction in this case decreases down to several
ohms, and the impedance at the intermediate frequency
is determined by the absorber resistance that can be
taken equal to 70 Ω for matching to the planar antenna
at the signal frequency.

CEB development and investigation. In order to
study the limiting characteristics of CEBs, we have
developed the first generation of such devices using a
standard technology for the thermal deposition of tun-
nel junctions via a suspended two-layer resist mask. An
aluminum film was deposited at an angle to the sub-
strate and then oxidized so as to obtain a tunneling bar-
rier. A copper absorber stripe with a length of 10 µm
was deposited perpendicularly to the substrate. The
sample structures were formed on oxidized silicon sub-
strates by means of electron-beam lithography fol-
lowed by thermal deposition via a mask. In the first
step, a 160-nm-thick Cr–Au–Pd layer was deposited in
order to obtain contact pads and planar antennas. Then,
the bolometer structure proper was formed via a two-
layer PMMA copolymer mask in a single technological
cycle. A bottom 70-nm-thick superconducting alumi-
num layer was obtained by thermal deposition at a rate
of 0.3 nm/s. The tunneling barrier was formed by ther-
mal oxidation for 2 min in oxygen at a pressure of
10 Pa. Finally, a 70-nm-thick copper absorber film was
deposited on top of the structure. As a result, the tunnel
junctions were formed in the regions of overlap
between the oxidized aluminum electrodes and the
absorber film. The junction areas were 0.5 × 0.7 and
0.2 × 0.3 µm2.

The bolometers were integrated with log-periodic and
double dipole antennas. The general view of the typical
SINIS structure with a log-periodic antenna is presented
in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows a magnified image of the tun-
neling junction. A limiting NEP value of 10–18 W/Hz1/2

was determined by dc measurements in a cryostat at
50 mK. The current, voltage, and spectral responses
were measured at a temperature of 280 mK using a cry-
ostat with an optical window. As can be seen from the
spectrum presented in Fig. 3, the proposed SINIS
bolometer is capable of detecting radiation in the sub-
millimeter wavelength range with frequencies up to
about 2 THz, which is significantly higher than the fre-
quency corresponding to the energy gap for aluminum.
The NEP at 280 mK was 2 × 10–17 W/Hz1/2. The sample
topology and the procedure of measurements are
described in more detail elsewhere [7]. The time con-
stant of aluminum samples measured using the input
signal modulation technique was on the order of a
microsecond at 280 mK. The characteristic time of the
electron–phonon relaxation in copper is usually esti-
mated using the relation τep = 20/T3, according to which
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 81      No. 10      2005
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τep is about 1 µs at 300 mK and decreases to 0.36 ns at
4.2 K. In order to increase the intermediate frequency
in CEB mixers of the second generation, we intend to
switch from Al–AlOx–Cu to Nb–AlOx–Pd structures
and measure their characteristics at liquid helium tem-
perature (4.2 K). These changes will allow us to
increase the intermediate frequency above 1 GHz.
According to our estimates, by selecting the absorber
material, changing the film thickness, and introducing
electrothermal feedback, it will be possible to further
increase the intermediate frequency up to 10 GHz.

In conclusion, we have experimentally demon-
strated the implementation of a SINIS structure as an

Fig. 3. Spectral response of the bolometer in the terahertz
frequency range.
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incoherent detector. Based on an analysis of the bolom-
eter characteristics, we propose to use CEBs as coher-
ent detectors of radiation in the terahertz frequency
range. These bolometers reduce the level of require-
ments to a cryogenic system and offer advantages over
the existing SIS and HEB mixers with respect to the
signal frequency, response intensity, and noise level.
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